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Abstract 
Due to the widespread installation of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) and Demand Side 
Management resources (DSM) into Distribution Systems (DS), the usage pattern of the DS has 
changed remarkably in recent times. As a result, the DS has the potential to lead its network 
operational parameters, such as bus voltage profiles and line flows, outside of their allowable limits. 
Therefore, they increase the variability and range of variation of loads in the network. However, the 
DS generally are not designed for such conditions. Thus, it becomes necessary to reassess and 
redesign the network capacity. A standard strategy would be to increase the capacity of the network, 
however, this is costly. A cost-effective strategy could be to improve the management of such a 
system by improving the determination of its actual capacity. Recent advances in ICT equipment 
make it appear possible to manage the critical loading conditions instead of increasing capacity of 
the network. Thus, an energy management system is required to perform that function during 
critical loading. In this thesis, a framework for controlling a network-oriented autonomous energy 
management system on the distribution network using network capacity constrained is proposed.  
The framework is based on a State Estimation (SE) technique, which is able to determine the most 
probable system state of a network. Practically, the system’s operational parameters may be 
unobservable due to measurement deficiency, loss of communication etc. In such a situation, the 
observability analysis needs to be performed on the available measurement data to investigate 
whether the operational parameters are observable or unobservable. Such an analysis is taken into 
account in this thesis. 
The proposed framework is akin to an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem, where SE gives a 
starting point to the simulation layer. The simulation layer supports the optimization under the 
network constraints. In this framework, the challenging task is to formulate the network constraints. 
To this end, a linearization based map is generated from the functional relationships between an 
arbitrary set of control variables and an extensive variety of constrainable operational parameters. 
This map permits the formulation of linear inequality constraints to build a flexible system to 
manage the network within existing capacity. The feasibility of the proposed constrained generation 
is demonstrated using an extensive variety of cost functions from a simple Linear Programming 
(LP) to non-linear functions like absolute value. The significant feature of this approach is that it is 
flexible both in terms of constrained parameters and control variables. 
Along with observability, controllability is another crucial factor regarding capacity constrained 
state optimization. The controllability analysis would allow the decision to be made of whether or 
not available control variables allow changing the value of operational parameters to specific values 
without other influences. With this in mind, a technique to analyze the controllability has been 
developed in this thesis. 
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In addition, some technical applications either already implemented (e.g. phase balances or back-to-
back systems) or expected in the near future (e.g. market mechanism) introduce the 
interdependencies between control variables within the system. The ability to handle the 
interdependence will be important elements in future distribution system management. Therefore, 
an approach for modeling of interdependencies introduced by energy transaction and a back-to-back 
system is developed. In this approach, all control variables are assumed to be independent and are 
usually chosen to be nodal parameters describing the interaction of equipment connected, but not an 
element of the network, is the ability to model interdependencies amongst these nodal variables. 
This approach can originate in a range of different scenarios. One is phase balancing, another is 
back-to-back systems between networks or feeder, and another one is energy transactions.  
Furthermore, this framework also facilitated the future smart applications in market structure, 
namely price bidding scheme and the peer-to-peer energy transfer platform to transact energy 
between consumers. The proposed framework is applied to two networks namely, an IEEE 13 bus 
test system and a 29 bus reference distribution network. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation 
Traditional load curves of a typical Distribution System (DS) fall within a certain band, which 
have been relatively steady for the last few decades as the load pattern has not changed much during 
this time. With DS being designed for these bands, there was no need to substantially augment or 
redesign the DS. With the proliferation of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) e.g. photovoltaic 
(PV), wind turbines etc., as well as Demand Side Management resources (DSM) namely Electric 
Vehicles (EVs), battery storage etc., in DS, the band of load curve is widening. As such the lower 
bound of the band is being pushed lower by PV, even to negative value [1]. Likewise, the possible 
advent of widespread use of EVs might cause the shift of the upper bound [2] to higher possible 
load conditions. For example, with widespread installation of PV in DS, the network’s voltage may 
rise beyond the allowable limit as shown in Figure 1.1. The network is facing the same problem for 
other types of DER and DSM as well. One of the major objectives of Distribution System Operators 
(DSO) is to maintain the operational parameters of the network within given acceptable limits. 
Acceptable limits being the limits imposed by the need to maintain the operational conditions of all 
network elements within safe limits as well as satisfying statutory limits mandated by the regulator. 
This means that a DSO will have to operate their DS across a wider range of possible load 
conditions. However, the DS are generally not designed to accommodate such a wide range of 
conditions. Thus, following current practice, it becomes necessary to reassess and redesign the 
network capacity.  
Voltage 
profile 
Without PVWith PV
 
Figure 1.1 Voltage profile of a DS with PV under light load conditions [3] 
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As such, there are two possible ways to resolve this problem that includes either increasing 
the capacity to facilitate the wider range of load conditions, or manage the load condition itself. 
Transmission Systems (TS) also faced similar challenges in the 1970s. To that end, prior to the 
1970s, extending additional capacity by network augmentation was the only available option at the 
TS level. From an economic point of view, it is quite expensive to install new lines in an existing 
network and the new lines added to cope with relatively seldom loading condition typically have 
low utilization. Many of the energy resources are controllable. Thus, this flexibility of the energy 
resources can be used to counteract that widening and to maintain within existing capacity limits of 
the network despite the presence of DER. As Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
became more available and cheaper, Transmission System Operators (TSO) started equipping their 
networks with additional measurement systems that allowed for increased supervision.  
During that time Schweppe introduced power systems static-state estimation, usually referred 
to as State Estimation (SE) technique to estimate the system state [4-6]. It allowed the utility to 
more accurately determine the voltage and power flow at different points of the grid. This means SE 
has a much better idea of when the capacity of a part of the network is likely to be exceeded. 
Investment can therefore be deferred until capacity is actually reached. Therefore SE allowed 
automated management processes to make better use of the existing capacity rather than extending 
the additional capacity. Better utilization has been achieved through an active management system 
of the TS that has helped to avoid having to increase available network capacity. The active 
management system, effectively being a state optimization technique working on the results of SE, 
permits the optimization and control of utilization of the network in real-time [7, 8]. The 
optimization and control are usually achieved through the market structure or other cost-based 
dispatch aided by Optimal Power Flow (OPF) techniques. This process is usually supervised by 
system operators from the control center through various OPF techniques [9, 10]. All the 
optimization processes as above and other assessment processes rely on the SE. 
On the other hand, previously at the distribution level, low numbers of measurement devices 
were used to observe the usage pattern. As the price of ICT equipment steadily decreases, much 
more measurement devices have begun being used at the distribution level. Similar to the 
transmission level, the automated management system is gaining wide acceptance at the distribution 
level rather than network augmentation. To develop a management strategy at the distribution level 
similarly, it is required to mimic the functionality currently available at TS level in DS, but on a 
more complex network model, for more complex scenarios so as to operate DS autonomously with 
a minimum of supervision. There are few techniques available to manage the load condition itself. 
The capacity constrained utilization of the existing transfer capacity is an important technique 
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which is the research subject in this thesis. The reason for choosing this subject is that the utilization 
of capacity constraints allows increasing network asset utilization using the flexibility offered by 
controllable DER to maintain within current capacity limits. 
 
1.2 Research Background 
In modern DS, the main challenge involved in automated management systems is how to 
utilize the infrastructure to its maximum capacity without damaging the primary structure while 
maintaining the required quality of services. Many real-time techniques are presently being used to 
address this challenge in the TS level. Among them, the reactive power optimization and the 
capacity constraint dispatch are widely embraced [11-15]. The activity of capacity constrained 
management is aimed to increase asset utilization through a decentralized coordination of time-of-
use by introducing the ability to dispatch controllable DER with respect to the available network 
capacity. So far the SE is in the process of becoming available and being tested for DS. The SE 
sends information to the simulation layer and the simulation layer supports the optimizer to 
implement a framework for the capacity constrained management system. In this context, this thesis 
contributes and demonstrates a possible framework of how such a system could be constructed.  
The proposed system is an essential step in enabling a range of smart network applications to 
manage peak network loads and increasing amounts of DER generation. It will also facilitate future 
new technologies such as energy storage and EVs by facilitating their network integration. By 
managing peak loading, the framework could defer or eliminate capital-intensive network 
augmentations and associated customer electricity price increases.  
In the framework, one of the most challenging tasks in formulating the optimization problem 
is the representation of the capacity constraining operational limits on individual network elements 
in the domain of the control variables. With the true shape of the capacity limits in the relevant 
domain having a very complex shape [16], one of the most promising options is to use linear 
approximates of the location and orientation of these limits to formulate the inequality constraints 
for the optimizer. In this framework, the DER is formulated as an optimization problem which is 
related to OPF. The OPF is mainly developed for TS level due to the robustness of some features 
such as knowledge of the system state and high    ⁄ ratio where   and   represent reactance and 
resistance of the transmission line, respectively. The SE technique is well developed in TS where it 
is being used to estimate the system state. The system unobservability could happen due to lack of 
measurement. The pseudo measurement is provided with the help of observability analysis to make 
the system observable. Thus, it is assumed that the system is fully aware of its state. Currently, the 
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SE is also being adapted to conditions on DS level and increasingly available for DS. In terms of 
mapping operational constraints to control variables, the DC power flow based linearization 
technique is mostly used in order to generate the network constraints used in OPF at the TS level 
[17, 18]. For example, the linearization technique in ATC (Available Transfer Capability) and NTC 
(Net Transfer Capacity) are based on DC power flow [19, 20]. This was possible due to the property 
of higher    ⁄ ratios in the transmission line. The DC power flow based linearization technique 
only works on a high    ⁄ ratio. Because of the relatively wide variety of    ⁄ ratios of network 
elements in DS, this linearization technique being used in the TS is not applicable for DS. As a 
result, the linearization technique needs to be redesigned to formulate inequality constraints for the 
optimization problem. From the linearization, a linear map is needed to build a flexible system for a 
wide range of constrained operational parameters and control variables to facilitate deployment in a 
realistic environment. This is one aspect why it is essential for this framework to be developed. It 
will also demonstrate the effectiveness of the control variable that needs to manage the operational 
constraints through network controllability. The other aspects are considering the facilitation of 
future possible energy transactions between consumers such as energy bidding and peer-to-peer 
energy transformation. The presented framework illustrates the basic mechanics of a more general 
solution to the constraining problem. It discusses the mathematics behind it and demonstrates its 
validity and comprehensiveness using relatively simple and therefore intuitively verifiable 
examples. 
 
1.3 Objectives 
The primary goal of this thesis is to develop a framework to manage the DS during peak 
loading through utilizing the network’s existing capacity. To this end, the following objectives are 
addressed in this thesis. 
(1) Use of the observability analysis to find the required location of measurements to ensure 
the system is observable and to determine the operational state.  
(2) Creating a linear map that allows defining capacity constraints for network state 
optimization under capacity constraints. 
(3) To analyze the controllability of the relevant operational parameters of the network. 
(4) To develop an approach allowing to model for interdependency introduced by energy 
transaction and a back-to-back system. 
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In this thesis, all the developed algorithms are demonstrated on a range of distribution 
networks. 
1.4 Thesis Outline  
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Following this chapter, the remaining of the thesis is 
organized as follows: 
In Chapter 2, the key operational challenges of DS due to the proliferation of several types of 
DERs are discussed and distribution system energy management is introduced. The research gaps in 
distribution system energy management are identified. After that, a detailed literature review on the 
different parts of management systems such as SE, observability analysis, linearization technique, 
controllable DER, controllability analysis and optimization techniques are presented and 
appropriate research gaps of each part are identified.  
In Chapter 3, at first, the theoretical background of SE is described. Then, a technique to 
analyze the observability of the network’s system state to ensure the system is observable is 
presented. Afterwards, if the system state is unobservable, the use of the observability analysis to 
evaluate the effect of additional measurements being added to the observability of the system is 
discussed. Finally, simulation results are critically analyzed and reported. 
In Chapter 4, a framework for distribution system energy management is proposed. At first, 
a technique to create a linear map is developed. Then, a linear inequality constraint is generated 
from operational parameters with an arbitrary set of control variables. Different DER and DSM are 
modelled as control variables in the OPF problem. Afterwards, an optimization technique is applied 
to obtain the optimal utilization of DER and DSM. The proposed approach is applied to a simulated 
distribution network. Finally, simulation results are critically analyzed and reported. Several market 
perspectives such as price bidding among different consumers are also discussed in terms of social 
and economic points of view.  
In Chapter 5, an approach for the controllability analysis to examine the capability of control 
variables to manage the relevant parts of a system is proposed. For this purpose, at first, a linear 
map is formed between control variables and constrained parameters. Afterwards, a sensitivity 
analysis based approach on the linear map is developed to explore the key factors of control 
variables that affect any operational parameters. This approach is demonstrated on a distribution 
network. 
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In Chapter 6, a technique for modeling of interdependencies in network capacity-oriented 
energy management systems for use in distribution networks is established. At first, the concept of 
the probable interdependence of future innovative devices e.g. back-to-back systems or an energy 
transaction is introduced. Afterward, the mathematical formulation between the control variables is 
modelled as an external device in the optimization problem. Then, the impact of the 
interdependence in the optimization problem is investigated. After that, this concept is extended for 
a peer-to-peer transaction scheme between consumers on autonomous management systems. 
Finally, simulation results of various market scenarios are analyzed and reported.  
The thesis is concluded by Chapter 7. The performed research works with relevant outcomes 
are briefly summarised. Then the main contributions of this thesis are highlighted. Finally, further 
research directions that need to be carried out in the future are provided. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
In this chapter, the state-of-art of energy management system with distributed energy 
resources is introduced. An extensive literature review of different Power System (PS) aspects, 
namely optimal power flow, state estimation, and observability analysis are discussed. Afterwards, 
different linearization and optimization techniques in PS are presented. The research gaps addressed 
by the work presented in this thesis are identified based on this literature review.  
 
2.1 Energy Management of Distribution Systems and OPF Technique 
Traditional distribution systems were designed to have sufficient capacity to meet the demand 
required at any time. To date, the DS is mainly operated passively and power is flowing from an 
upstream network to the connected customers. The additional generation is being installed in DS for 
various reasons. One reason is an environmental concern. To take this into account, the renewable-
based generation sources are incorporated into the systems in addition to the traditional bulk 
system. The renewable sources are comparatively small in size (typically 3KW to 50MW) and 
located near the end user. The renewable sources are referred to as DER. PV, wind turbines, etc. are 
the common DER installed in a DS. With the development of ICT and DER, the strategy of DS is 
moving towards an active network. In the active network, with the proliferation of DER as well as 
DSM e.g. EVs, battery storage, etc. as shown in Figure 2.1, the complexity of DS operation is 
increased (e.g. over voltage, under voltage, line current etc.). Numerous technical and regulatory 
issues are arising in DS operation due to the complexity. Among them, the operational control of 
DS to balance between generation and demand is one of the key technical issues. The standard 
approach is a capacity extension, which is costly. If the DER and DSM resources are properly 
managed, the operation of the network can be retained within safe operational limits, even with 
further loads on the capacity of the existing network. For one example, if households have EVs, 
charging or discharging the battery would be our simple way to control customer consumption. 
Once the EV technologies are adopted by most consumers, the total amount of battery reservation is 
large enough to change network behavior. 
In order to do this, an Energy Management System (EMS) is required as shown in Figure 2.2. 
An EMS is a computer-aided tool used by the PS operator to monitor, conduct power flow, perform 
control action and optimize the PS operation in order to reach a particular operational goal. The 
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EMS can control the power flow by using the ability to dispatch controllable DER with respect to 
the available network capacity.  
 
Wind PV 
Active network 
management
Battery 
storage
EVs
Demand 
response
Distribution systems
 
Figure 2.1 Active distribution systems [21] 
 
Figure 2.2 Energy management strategy [22] 
The aim of the EMS is to maintain the operation of DS within safe and statutory limits using 
flexibility on the demand and generation side under network constraints and to manage the 
operational state during peak loading. This is a more general version of OPF. A number of 
researches on distribution system EMS and OPF have been conducted in the literature to date. In 
[23], automatic power flow management is suggested to control thermal constraints of the 
Distribution Network (DN) in the presence of Distributed Generation (DG). This power flow 
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management is activated when the constraints have been violated. Dent et al. presented an OPF 
model to manage the voltage constraints with the incorporation of DG [24]. A simplified version of 
a decentralized grid usage coordination algorithm for linear constraints in online distribution 
management systems was suggested [25]. Zhao et al. introduced flexible OPF based on an 
automatically generated code using interval analysis and automatic differentiation technique [26]. In 
this proposed method the flexibility can be achieved from both designer and user sides in such a 
way that the designers can implement different formulations whereas the user is able to change the 
objective function. In some cases, managing the active power it might become necessary to involve 
(voluntary) load curtailment and DG injection limits. Thereby, DG’s penetration level in DN can 
further increase [27]. In [28], a decentralized technique has been developed for the real-time 
management of both thermal and voltage constraints with the help of generator active power 
curtailment and reactive power output in a rural DN. The reason behind active power curtailment is 
that the line resistance and reactance in a rural DN have almost similar magnitudes. Therefore, 
reactive power control may not be able to manage the critical voltage rise on its own. Furthermore, 
managing the voltage profile exclusively using reactive power increases the risk of apparent power 
consumption of the managed network becoming critical itself - especially the thermal limits aspect. 
A centralized Alternate Current (AC) OPF is proposed with extensive DN management systems for 
dealing with both voltage and thermal constraints supported by the control of an on-load tap 
changer, generation curtailment and DG reactive power [29]. To facilitate management of 
distribution networks when such conditions arise, namely over current or under voltage, a quasi-
newton method based OPF is developed for distribution system management [30]. Numerous 
optimization problems can be resolved using that method. It is suitable for both active and reactive 
power control variables in order to incorporate micro-generation, storage systems, compensation 
devices etc. in the system. An integrated approach to set-out voltage constraints is considered in 
research [31]. The Linear Programming (LP) is used in the optimization formulation to find the 
optimal solution subject to voltage sensitivity coefficient.  
It is apparent from the aforementioned literature review that different techniques are applied 
to manage the DS network in the presence of DER. With proper control of DER, it is possible to 
manage the operational parameters of DS. The management system is achieved either controlling 
active or reactive power of the DER or a combination of both. However, a fixed type of network 
operational constraints is being used in all of the existing approaches. Thus, the management system 
is not flexible as constraints need to be defined on every element in the model. In a real system, 
there is a variety of parameters on which limits might be defined to which any kind of automated 
management and coordination system will need to adhere. These parameters include limits on 
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voltages, line currents, absolute and relative voltage and current imbalances, maximum zero 
sequence components, and others. This is also true in regard to potentially controllable variables. 
While each and every relationship between the control variable and constrained operational 
parameter types could be worked out individually, there is a general functional relationship behind 
all of them. The system slows down due to incorporating each and every constraint onto the system 
and increases the computational time. Thus a relatively flexible environment is required where any 
combination of operational constraints with arbitrary control variables is possible. It also needs to 
be relatively flexible in terms of being able to model future innovative devices like phase balancing, 
interdependence etc. 
From the control perspective, the existing EMS system for DS is based on local control. A 
local control can manage the network’s parameter of the adjacent node only and cannot guarantee 
the satisfaction of all constraints throughout the entire network. A framework is required for EMS 
which is capable of controlling the entire network.  
To meet the above gap, a flexible framework to get the operational state of a network back to 
within network capacity limits is developed in this thesis. In the framework, the dispatch of each 
DER is formulated as an optimization problem. The objective of the optimization is to minimize the 
operational cost. In addition, it will allow choosing an optimal solution among an infinite number of 
feasible solutions while ensuring the network is not violating any operational constraints. At the 
end, the proposed framework facilitates the future smart application in the market structure, e.g. 
energy bidding, peer-to-peer energy transformation etc. The overall functionality of the proposed 
framework is depicted in Figure 2.3. 
 
State 
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Technical and 
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Network model
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P and Q to DER
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Figure 2.3 EMS layout architecture 
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In this framework, the inputs are the combination of the non-influenceable constant 
parameters   which come from upstream network and the controllable parameters   such as PV, 
EVs etc. installed in the DS as shown in Figure 2.4. The controllable parameters are used to 
influence the system state in order to bring the operational parameters into allowable limits if any 
violation occurs. To use the degree of flexibility of the controllable device, this thesis will replicate 
the problem in a mathematical way by simulating this system. In this simulation, only the control 
variables are influenced to utilize the existing capacity of the system. The simulation system will be 
developed using the following steps as shown in Figure 2.4.  
 
1) State Estimation: the SE is a core part of the EMS which can estimate the most probable 
internal state of the network. 
2) Observability analysis: to ensure the system is observable or not. A pseudo measurement 
is required if the system is not observable. 
3) Linearization: a linearization technique is required to create a linear map between control 
variables and constrained operational parameters. Then the linear inequality constraint is 
generated from the linear map.  
4) Controllability analysis: to ensure the system is controllable or not with the available 
control variables. 
5) Optimization technique: to find the optimal set point of control variables to minimize the 
operational cost. 
 
An iterative process will be performed to minimize the error introduced by the linearization of 
the mathematical relationship between the control variable and constrained operational parameters. 
Once the value of the control variables converges, these values are fed back to the real system as 
illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.4 Proposed EMS algorithms 
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Figure 2.5 Proposed EMS algorithm feedback to the real DS 
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A comprehensive literature review of all the necessary steps will be discussed in the following 
section.  
 
2.2 State Estimation in Power System 
In the 1970s, Schweppe introduced the SE technique [4-6] that allowed automated 
management processes of PS. The SE is a tool that helps to process the available measurements to 
obtain the system states of the PS while checking that these estimates are consistent with the 
measurements. It is widely used by the PS operator for the purpose of online monitoring, analysis, 
and control of PS. Thus, it became a core part of the modern electric PS management sector. The 
available measurements   uses in SE are a set of data such as nodal voltage  , nodal active power   
and nodal reactive power  , and branch flows     as in equation (2.1). These data can be obtained 
from SCADA [32-34], from Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) [32, 34], from the topology 
information [35] and from pseudo measurements [36, 37] as illustrated in Figure 2.6. Then, the SE 
determines the best estimate of the system states   as a complex voltage magnitude and respective 
phase angle of each node in a power network as in equation (2.2). The SE can then feed into an 
OPF, network contingency analysis, dynamic security analysis, security enhancement and so on 
[38]. The details of SE formulation will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.6 Application of SE in power system [38] 
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The main functions of the state estimator are presented in Figure 2.7. The topology processor 
provides the measurement data to the estimator and updates the network topology [39-41]. The 
observability analysis ensures whether the system is observable or unobservable with the provided 
measurement data. The observability analysis can be performed by investigating the null space of 
the Jacobian matrix of the estimator’s input system [42, 43]. The details about observability analysis 
will be discussed in section 2.3. Afterward, bad data processors are used which can detect and 
eliminate the data affected by communication error [44-47]. Finally, the system state is obtained 
using the state estimator.  
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Figure 2.7 State estimation’s main function [48] 
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The SE estimates the system states either statically or dynamically. The static state is based on 
a snapshot of the system and the measurement sets are used to estimate the system state at any given 
point of time. The dynamic model is built on the assumption of changing the behavior of the state 
variable with respect to time. There are a few techniques available in static SE context, such as 
Weighted Least Mean Square (WLMS) [4-6], Decoupled SE [49, 50], Least Absolute Value 
methods [51, 52]. Among them, WLMS method is mostly used. In WLMS method, the square 
residuals error between the actual measurements and estimated values is minimized.  
The first paper about SE introduced by Schweppe in 1970 is based on WLMS method where 
the weighted sum of the residual error square is minimized by the WLMS estimator [6]. From this 
time this paper has been considered as a basis and standard technique for all PS state estimation. 
Since then, the SE technique has been modified to improve numerical formation [53, 54]. A new 
estimation algorithm was developed by Abur et al. to estimate the voltage phase angles of power 
networks, which have line current magnitude measurements [55]. Caro et al. suggested a method 
that can detect the status of the circuit breaker’s on-off position at power system substations [56]. A 
robust method has been proposed for SE with equality constraints for PS solution in [57]. An 
inclusive measurement placement algorithm introduced in [58] which is capable of dealing with the 
various measurement types such as quasi, virtual, actual and pseudo measurements accessible to 
state estimators in power system control centers. 
All the techniques discussed above are targeting transmission systems only. At that time the 
conventional DS was being designed as a passive network only. With the proliferation of DG and 
DSM resources, the DS starts to turn into an active network. Hence continuous monitoring and 
control are required for DS operation. Therefore the SE in DS is emerging now. However, the 
characteristics of DS are different than transmission systems e.g. phase imbalance, high   ⁄  ratio, 
less measurements data and more complex network model. In addition and despite the increasing 
investment into measurement and ICT, DS is still in contrast to TS, remaining largely under-
determined. A number of techniques have been developed for DS state estimation [59-61]. WLMS-
based algorithm for DS is suggested in [62] but this approach is suitable only for a radial network. 
A branch current based approach is used in [63], where branch current formulation is considered 
rather than the nodal voltage to determine the system state. The flexibility of this method is that the 
Jacobian matrix can be decoupled and stated separately for each phase, which allows the SE in 
every phase to be treated as a separate problem. Therefore, it can be applied to unbalanced three-
phase systems.  
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A novel generalized static estimation technique has been suggested by Krause et al. [64], 
which can work properly in the under-determined situation with regular over-determined situation. 
There are no requirements as to the composition and location of measurement units in the proposed 
generalized static estimation technique, unlike traditional SE. The key difference compared to 
traditional SE is the use of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to calculate the pseudo-inverse of 
the system Jacobian matrix as which, in contrast to the techniques used in traditional SE, is also 
robust against column rank deficient matrices. By using the SVD based pseudo-inverse and being 
able to handle column rank deficient Jacobian matrices, the novel approach overcomes the 
limitation of traditional SE which is only applicable to over and exactly determined cases. After a 
comprehensive review, the proposed energy management in this thesis is based on the SE technique 
in [64] as it can work on both under-determined and over-determined situations. 
 
2.3 Observability Analysis 
The observability analysis is an essential part of the SE process. This analysis ensures 
whether or not the system state can be estimated with the available measurement data. If a system is 
observable it indicates that the measurement data is sufficient to determine the system state. There 
are two ways to decide the observability, namely pre-estimation and post-estimation techniques. In 
the traditional approach, the observability is given towards the state variables by the pre-estimation 
technique. If the system or part of the system is unobservable, the minimum data set needs to be 
provided to establish full observability either by reducing the model size or pseudo measurement. 
Thus, the observability is more on the input side towards a fully determined internal state and 
decides the observability before SE is run using either the topological or numerical method. Then 
the SE process can be applied to the EMS. With the SE discussed in [64], the observability is 
handled differently than the traditional approaches through the post-estimation technique. It is based 
on the numerical method. This approach allows the use of all the measurement data and decides the 
observability after SE. In the following section, the observability with pre-estimation and post-
estimation techniques will be discussed to give background to observability. 
2.3.1 Pre-estimation Technique 
There are two main methods for observability analysis with the pre-estimation technique, 
topological and numerical methods. Each method is discussed below. 
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2.3.1.1 Topological Method 
The topological methods are based on either notation of spanning tree or graph theory. A 
spanning tree determines the network observability using minimal spanning trees and measurement 
locations [65, 66]. If the spanning tree is in full rank, the system would be observable. A power 
system network can be represented as a graph if the nodes of the PS are treated as vertices and the 
lines among the nodes are treated as an edge. In the graph theory method, the observability depends 
on measurement locations on the graph. A graph-theoretic method based on directly searching for 
an observable spanning tree is proposed in [67]. A heuristic based approach is presented to search 
the observable tree directly without making a spanning tree in [66]. This algorithm is demonstrated 
on a real 87 bus network and is able to handle large systems. Most of the topological methods are 
focused on either measurement loss only or without contingencies. Any branch of the network 
might suffer an outage due to a contingency which has not been taken into consideration. Thus, a 
method of observability, if a branch outage occurs under a contingency, is developed using the 
contingency observability graph concept [68].  
2.3.1.2 Numerical Method 
The topological method contains a combinatorial computational complexity for finding a 
spanning tree [43]. To overcome this limitation, a numerical method is quite popular in the research 
community. The numerical method is based on the Jacobian matrix of system measurement or 
relevant information (gain) matrix [42, 43, 69-72]. In this method, all electrical network parameters 
are taken into consideration. The system is said to be observable if the column rank of the Jacobian 
matrix or gain matrix is full. Gram matrix factorization can be applied to find the observable island 
of the network since the Gram matrix contains spare characteristics [73]. It is relatively easy to 
implement as all required data for new formulation can be adapted from conventional SE. Here, the 
observability restoration is possible without observable island identification. A system’s Jacobian 
matrix and the inverse function theory based method is proposed in [71]. The system’s Jacobian 
matrix is formed to calculate all relevant information of the system. According to the inverse 
theory, a system is said to be observable if the Jacobian matrix is invertible. For invertible, the 
Jacobian matrix should be square. Generally, the Jacobian may not be invertible due to being 
singular (non-square matrix), which can be caused by a variety of factors. For the non-invertible 
Jacobian matrix, if the number of state variables is less than measurement vectors, then the system 
is still observable. However, the system is unobservable in the case where the number of state 
variables is more than measurement vectors. In that case, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is 
not calculated directly and observability is not possible. To overcome this drawback the Gain 
matrix is used in the proposed technique which is also non-invertible. The Cholesky decomposition 
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is used to transform the gain matrix. In this decomposition process, the decoupling of the gain 
matrix has been performed by multiplication of the lower triangular matrix with its transposition. 
The triangular factorization of Jacobian matrix can also be used to analyze the observability either 
by the iterative or the direct way. A direct numerical method that uses triangular factors of the 
singular gain matrix is suggested in [74]. An inverse of the triangular factors is then applied and the 
information about the observability has been extracted from the selected row of the inverse 
triangular factors. Moreover, the meter placement and types of pseudo measurement information 
will also be found from these inverse factors, if the system is unobservable.  
However, triangular factorization is computationally onerous. To reduce the computational 
burden, the directly transformed Jacobian matrix, transformed by Gaussian elimination can be used 
instead of factorization [72]. The method of Castillo et al. is based on null space of the Jacobin 
using orthogonal transformation [43]. The proposed orthogonal algorithm modifies a working 
matrix rather than the entire Jacobian matrix. Therefore, it can reduce the overall computational 
complexity. In that case, the working matrix is initially generated as an identity matrix. In order to 
obtain the null space of the Jacobian matrix, a pivoting process is performed, which is connected 
between rows of the Jacobian matrix and columns of the working matrix. At last, the decisions of 
unobservability and location measurements are taken from the working matrix.  
2.3.2 Post-estimation Technique 
The post-estimation technique is based on the numerical method. The above numerical 
analysis discussed in the pre-estimation technique mainly focuses on the state variables. If any of 
the state variables are not fully observable, they need to be removed from the model to keep the 
remaining system observable or pseudo measurements added. The SE technique presented in [64] 
has been extended to analyze the observability by the same authors in [75]. Unlike all other 
presented approaches, the observability comes after the SE. Therefore, it allows any kind of 
measurement parameters in the input vector and determines the effects due to lack of 
measurements. This technique is based on SVD. The pseudo-inverse in SVD ensures the robustness 
to partial indeterminacy. The SVD provides a linear approximation of the location and orientation 
for the Jacobian matrix’s right null space. The right null space is then used to analyze the 
observability of the system state. This technique is focused on the variables that can be calculated 
from the system states rather than state variables themselves. This is because the nature of the 
partial unobservability of the system state might not affect the required operational parameter. This 
technique allows all state variables to be subject to some degree of indeterminacy. However, it 
defines the determinacy on the parameters calculated from partially unobservable system states. It is 
linearly approximate the under-determined system state component and to test every value derived 
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from the partially unobservable system state for its sensitivity towards the undetermined 
components.  
Therefore, in this thesis, the post-estimation technique discussed in [75] will be used to 
analyze the observability. The rest of the thesis is organized based on the techniques with required 
explanations. The detailed formulation of observability analysis and relevant results will be 
discussed in Chapter 3.  
 
2.4 Distributed Energy Resources 
Nowadays the number of DER such as PV, EVs, wind turbine, battery storage, etc. is 
increasing in the DS. In addition, the use of some domestic appliances e.g. refrigerators, heat 
pumps, air conditioners, washing machines, water heaters, etc. are also increasing in the system. 
Therefore, the coordination of the DS operation has now become a big challenge and raises the 
system complexity. The proper utilization of controllable energy systems (DERs and home 
appliances) gives the flexibility to reduce the operational problems such as over voltage, under 
voltage and over current. However, not all of the energy systems are controllable. The home 
appliances such as heat pumps, water heaters and air conditioners are considered as controllable 
loads [76, 77]. The controllable DERs are PV, EVs, battery storage, compensation devices, etc. [78, 
79]. They can equalize the imbalance between demand and supply via demand response, and 
manage the system. It is expected that much more such energy sources are going to be present in the 
near future. Taking PV as an example, the International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that the 
worldwide installed grid-connected PV capacity in 2016 was about 75 GW and the current annual 
growth is around 50% [80]. Figure 2.8 shows the trend of PV installation up to 2022 worldwide, 
where 85.4 GW is to be expected at the end of 2017 and about 101 GW by 2022 [21]. 
EVs are emerging in the vehicle sector and becoming popular due to their environmentally 
friendly nature. Currently, a low number of EVs are available but increases in the near future are 
expected. According to Electric Power Research Institute, the EVs would account for 62% of US 
vehicle sales by 2050 [82]. The IEA reported that approximately 2.3 million charging points have 
been installed to charge EVs in 2016 all over the world [81]. In this report, a campaign named by 
EV30@30 has been launched in 2017. The aim of the campaign is to reformulate its ambition by 
setting the combined ambitious goal for all EVI members of a 30% market share for electric 
vehicles in the total of all passenger cars, light commercial vehicles, trucks, and buses by 2030. In 
order to achieve this goal, huge numbers of EVs would have to connect to the electricity grid in the 
near future. In agreement with vehicle-to-grid (V2G) paradigm, plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) 
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start to consume power from the grid when the grid is generating sufficient energy; on the other 
hand, PEVs deliver power to the grid during a power shortage. In this way, the PEVs become a 
controllable energy source by consuming/delivering power from/to grid.  
 
 
Figure 2.8 Annual PV installation (E- Estimated) [81] 
Battery storage is another controllable energy resource in PS due to its controllable charging 
and discharging features. It can be used to smooth the output of the renewable generation, and feed 
back into the grid. The battery can not only store the energy from the grid during high availability 
time (off-peak hours) but can also supply it to the grid if there is adequate electricity energy demand 
in the grid [83, 84]. According to [85], the worldwide annual battery storage capacity will rise up to 
14 GW in 2023, whereas it was 345 MW in 2014 as illustrated in Figure 2.9. However, household 
PV is not accounted for in this estimation.  
Like all the above DER, the compensation device (capable of providing and receiving reactive 
power) has the ability to compensate reactive power required to adjust the network voltage profile 
[86]. Consequently, the compensation device can influence the economic efficiency of real power 
dispatch in management systems. For example, the transmission constraints can be relieved by 
providing reactive power close to the load center which permits the delivery of cheaper real power 
into the load center.  
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Figure 2.9 Worldwide forecast of battery storage capacity (E- Estimated) [85] 
As previously mentioned all DER are capable of providing a source of energy management 
services through their controllable features. In this thesis EVs and compensation devices will be 
considered as providing controllable parameters, but the presented approach is applicable to any 
other controllable DER as well. Note that DER is used to give technical meaning to the controlled 
parameters for the proposed EMS. The detailed model of each individual DER will not be the focus 
of this thesis. 
 
2.5 Linearization Technique Applied to Power Systems 
The complex value of nodal voltage of an   bus power system network can be defined by  
           (2.3) 
where    and    represents real and imaginary part of the voltage at any node  , respectively.  
The nodal voltage    is described by Cartesian coordinates instead of polar coordinates. The 
complex value of nodal current    is interlinked with nodal voltage through the element of 
admittance matrix    defined in (2.5) 
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              (2.5) 
where     and    are the real and imaginary parts of the nodal admittance matrix element     in row 
  and column  .  
The complex nodal power (  ) is the product of complex nodal voltage and complex 
conjugate nodal current and can be determined using equation (2.6) 
        
     ∑   
 
 
   
   
  (2.6) 
where   
  is the conjugate of nodal current   . 
With the help of (2.3) – (2.5), the equation (2.6) can be expanded to (2.7)  
   (       )  ∑(         )
 
   
 (       ) (2.7) 
The complex nodal power in (2.7) is a combination of active and reactive power. By splitting 
it into real and imaginary parts, the active and reactive power can be found in (2.8) and (2.9), 
respectively 
      ∑(             )  
 
   
   ∑(             )
 
   
 (2.8) 
      ∑(             )     ∑(             )
 
   
 
   
 (2.9) 
The active and reactive power has a non-linear relationship to nodal voltage. Olav et al. 
demonstrated that the power flow equations are also non-analytic, complex non- differentiable [16]. 
The management system usually requires constraint generation of operational parameters and 
control variables to formulate the optimization problem. Due to non-linearity, non-analytic issues 
the optimization of systems is complex and numerically challenging. Instead of repeatedly 
evaluating specific load conditions the use of inequality constraints to enclose and approximate the 
feasibility region is one of the promising options that allows the optimizer to work more efficiently. 
In order to use a standard optimization technique, the inequality constraints need to be formulated in 
a linear fashion. The linear form shows how the system would respond to a small change of the 
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inputs to the system. As such, a linear map needs to be created between operational constraints and 
control variables. The linear map ensures that the inequality constraints on the operational 
parameters form a convex feasible region on the control variables [16].  
If a function  ( ) is non-linear like Figure 2.10, the linear approximation can be performed by 
a small perturbation    into the system. From the definition of differentiation, the linearization can 
be expressed as 
  ( )
  
    
    
 (    )   ( )
  
 (2.10) 
An error is introduced by    due to the linearization process. If    is close to zero, there is no 
error.  
x
Secant line
Tangent line
f(x)
Δx
f(X+ΔX)
f(x)
Non-linear curve
 
Figure 2.10 Linear approximation of a non-linear curve 
The DC power flow based linearization technique is mostly used for this purpose in TS level 
[17, 18], which only works on high   ⁄  ratio. As the comparatively wide variety of   ⁄   ratios of 
DS network elements, this linearization technique is not precise enough for DS. It also lacks the 
ability to represent significant technical constraints. Thus, the linearization for DS can be 
implemented mainly using two techniques, such as analytically and sampled sensitivity [87, 88]. 
These techniques are discussed as follows: 
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2.5.1 Analytical Based Linearization 
The linear approximation of analytical technique is based on a tangent. A linear 
approximation is effectively estimated by the tangent which is matching the gradient of the non-
linear curve at a certain location as shown in Figure 2.10. The linear estimation of tangent can be 
mathematically expressed in partial derivatives. Therefore, the analytical linearization is represented 
by the Jacobian matrix, where the linearization involves partial derivatives of the power flow 
equations (2.8) and (2.9) calculated at the equilibrium points [25]. For example, the elements of the 
Jacobian matrix are formulated in (2.11)-(2.22) by taking the partial derivative of (2.3), (2.8) and 
(2.9) with respect to real and imaginary parts of nodal voltage. The detailed derivation of equation 
(2.11)-(2.22) can be found in Appendix B. 
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Now taking all the elements into a matrix form, the Jacobian matrix can be formulated as 
(2.23) 
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(2.23) 
In a similar fashion, the Jacobian matrix can be formulated for any combination of operational 
parameters as well. 
2.5.2 Sampled Based Sensitivity 
Sample based sensitivity is defined as the ratio of dependent variable change with respect to 
independent variable change [89]. The linear approximation of the sampled technique is based on 
secant. According to geometry, a line is called secant when the line of a curve intersects two points 
on the curve as shown in Figure 2.10. The sample based technique is more desirable due to its 
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simplicity of implementation. But it requires a re-evaluation of the system response to the applied 
changes for every independent variable for which the sensitivity should be determined.  
In order to get the sensitivity, a small perturbation of active and reactive power is needed to 
be applied in each bus. This is because the operational parameters like voltage and current are 
changed with the change of load to meet the power flow condition. Thus, the changes of operational 
parameters will be determined in each bus due to the perturbation. Let us focus on voltage change 
first. If    and    are the change of active and reactive power respectively, the voltage sensitivity 
due to active power change is 
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 (2.24) 
Similarly, the voltage sensitivity due to reactive power change is 
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The overall sensitivity can be represented as 
   [
  
  
  
  
]  [
  
  
] (2.26) 
In the same manner, the current sensitivity can be formulated as  
   [
  
  
  
  
]  [
  
  
] (2.27) 
Finally, the overall sensitivity can expressed as (2.27) 
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Both techniques are demonstrated on an IEEE 13 bus distribution network [90]. The 
simulation is carried out on MATLAB platform, 2016a release. The implementation is performed 
on a computer with 16 GB RAM, 3.4 GHz Intel i7 processor. The result is outlined in Table 2.1. It 
is observed from the table, the analytical technique takes less time than sampled technique to 
compute the system. Furthermore, the time span of sampled technique is drastically increased with 
control variables. Therefore, the sampled based technique is computationally less efficient but 
easier to implement. The analytical method is challenging to implement but computationally more 
efficient, while ensuring the maximum possible precision of linearization as it is based on a tangent. 
It can be concluded that for a simple network where a lower number of control variables are 
available, the sample based linearization technique can be used. As the complexity of the network 
increases with more control variables to be coordinated, the sampling technique would take much 
more time. In that case the analytical technique will compute in a more efficient way.  
Based on the above discussion, an analytical technique will be implemented in this thesis to 
linearize the system. To achieve the linearization, a linear map will be established between 
constrained parameters and an arbitrary set of control variables. The linearization formulation will 
be discussed in Chapter 4. 
Table 2.1 Performance of linearization technique in term of computation time 
Number of control variables Total number of 
control variables 
Time span (ms) 
Active power Reactive power Analytical Sampled 
1 1 2 388 881 
3 2 5 459 1702 
4 3 7 486 2155 
 
The purpose of the control variables is to manage the operational parameters of the DS. A 
controllability analysis is required to ensure whether or not the available control variables are 
capable of managing the system. The controllability analysis is based on a linear system model. As 
such, the next section will be focused on the controllability analysis.  
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2.6 Controllability Analysis 
In power system management systems, controlling of operational parameters, e.g. voltage 
control is a major issue. The intent is to control the operational parameters through appropriate 
adjustment of control variables such as compensation devices, EVs etc. Many researchers have been 
conducting research in the area of control techniques of operational parameters. For example, an 
approach to improve the voltage control problem in the presence of DG was developed using 
reactive power control capabilities [91]. A distributed algorithm to give voltage support of DS using 
a zonal decomposition method is proposed in [92]. In this approach, both the active and reactive 
powers generated by DG are treated as free variables. In [93], the DG’s reactive power is 
considered as a control variable and dispatches the output voltage of DG to maintain the grid 
voltage in a safe operational limit. 
The network controllability concept is a fundamental part from a control point of view. The 
questions of controllability arise when the network is to be controlled by additional devices. 
Controllability indicates the ability of control variables to manage the network operational state. In 
future management systems, the operation of a network will have to be managed with few control 
variables. For example, in a DS network, assume that the over voltage violation occurs at node    
and a control variable is available at node    in the network. The control variable can be used to try 
to mitigate the over voltage problem but may not be effective. This indicates the available control 
variable at node    has no influence on the voltage at node  . Hence, the focus of this section is 
on the controllability analysis of DS. The controllability analysis will determine whether or not an 
available control variable at any node can manage the operational parameters of the other nodes or 
branches in the network.  
The concept of network controllability is well known in other fields such as biology [94] and 
structural design [95]. However, there are few controllability analyzes performed in power networks 
[96, 97]. Li et al. proposed a model for controllability to identify the critical node of the network 
[96]. In this regard, a novel controllability index has been developed in the research. The problem 
of controllability of PS using the differential geometric methods is explained in [97]. So far all the 
methods are using nonlinear control and applicable in dynamic systems state space. To the best of 
the authors’ knowledge, they are not applicable to static state system models. A model of 
controllability analysis for DS with a steady state is developed in this thesis. This model is based on 
sensitivity analysis of a system’s linear map between constrained operational parameters and 
control variables. The methodology of controllability analysis with associated results will be 
reported in Chapter 5. 
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If the system is controllable with available control variables, the final step of the EMS is to 
optimize the control variables using an objective function subject to the satisfaction of defined 
constraints. One example of a possible aim of an optimization is to minimize the operational cost 
through finding an optimal solution if multiple solutions exist. Numerous optimization techniques 
exist in the PS area which is discussed in the next section.  
 
2.7 Optimization Techniques Already Applied to Power Systems 
The challenging part of the EMS is inequality constraint generation. With inequality 
constraints generated successfully the problem in EMS has to solve is a so-called constraint 
satisfaction problem. In constraint satisfaction problems every input that satisfies all constraints at 
the same time is a valid solution. Therefore it is not uncommon for a constraint satisfaction problem 
to have multiple, even an infinite number of solutions. If the constraint satisfaction problem has 
multiple solutions, an objective function is required to identify the optimal solution, which is the 
final step of the proposed framework. The selection of optimization technique has a strong impact 
on the ability to find the optimal solution. At the center of an optimization problem is an objective 
function that has to be minimized and this function is subject to decision variables. There are a vast 
number of optimization techniques available to solve non-linear problems in OPF. Such techniques 
are categorized by two main methods namely heuristic and classical computations. Among heuristic 
techniques, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Genetic 
Algorithm (GA), Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is the most used for OPF formulation. PSO is based 
on the analogy of social behavior of organisms like animal flocking and fish schooling. PSO 
techniques were adopted to solve OPF problems in [98]. The author applied this technique to an 
IEEE 30 bus test network to minimize fuel costs while improving the voltage profile. EA is another 
important technique which is a subset of evolutionary computation that exploits ideas of biological 
evolution. This algorithm is effective in the presence of many local optima. The main advantage is 
that it is not sensitive to the location starting point. An EA algorithm for solving security 
constrained OPF problems has been introduced in [99]. The GA method is used to obtain the 
FACTS devices allocation economically and dispatches in a deregulated electricity market [100]. 
ANN comprises a group of neurons which can be used in mathematical modeling for information 
forecasting and to provide an extremely fast solution. Fidalgo et al. proposed an ANN based model 
to improve reactive power management which is based on historical data [101]. Besides Fuzzy 
Logic, Ant-Colony Optimization is also available for OPF formulation [102, 103]. 
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However, heuristic methods are a problem with complex constraint and control variable 
setups, requiring a huge numbers of power flow analysis in order to evaluate a given solution 
candidate and to follow their essentially trial-and-error approach. In addition, it takes large amounts 
of computing time to converge into the optimal solution. To address this issue, classical methods 
(e.g. linear programming, quadratic, mixed integer linear programming) are applied in DS which 
can optimize objective functions more sophistically. The classical methods are suitable where the 
mathematical characteristics of network constraints exist. That is why a simple classical method is 
often used in real-world power system applications. Linear based optimization technique is often 
used in power system applications due to its simplicity and low computation time [104, 105]. Linear 
Programming (LP) contains just linear cost functions with continuous variables which can only 
model very simple cases. This method is simple, reliable and efficient in handling inequality 
constraints. An additional linearization process is not required as this formulation contains a fully 
linear constraint set and allows for finding the optimal solution in one step. The Sequential Linear 
Programming (SLP) also known as successive linear programming is another common form of LP 
where the load flow problem is linearized near the current operating point using its Jacobian matrix 
[106]. The objective functions and constraints are required to be linear. The original problem is 
solved using a sequential approximation through an iterative process of a first order Taylor series 
expansion where the higher order of Taylor series is omitted. Then, the subsequent linear 
programming is solved to get a new state of the point by linearizing the constraint in each iteration. 
This process is ongoing until converging into a solution [106]. The SLP is capable of identifying 
infeasibility at an early stage and handles continuous variables. Moreover, it has excellent 
convergence properties. 
Quadratic Programming (QP) can be used where the performance of LP formulation is poor 
e.g. minimization of losses [107, 108]. It is a form of non-linear programming using quadratic 
objective functions, while constraints are linear. Lin et al. introduced QP in order to reduce reactive 
power costs while satisfying voltage constraints [108]. Moreover, the QP is more suitable for 
optimization and modeling the dispatch of reactive power where both production and consumption 
of reactive power is associated with cost in OPF [109]. However, it is not necessarily the best 
practice to use the quadratic function to represent this phenomenon where needs to be optimized 
both production and consumption of reactive power. The absolute value of the objective function is 
another promising option to represent this phenomenon more precisely. The absolute value is a non-
linear and continuous function but not continuously differentiable whereas a quadratic function is 
fully differentiable. Hence, the absolute value can also be used in the presence of reactive power 
optimization.  
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The Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) is another form of LP, where the discrete 
integer variables are available rather than continuous variables. The MILP is a linear combination 
of the integral and real-valued state variables subject to inequality and equality constraints which 
are suitable for medium and small size optimization problems [104]. The MILP is working properly 
where the discrete variables exist. In most of the MILP tools, the discrete variables are normally 
substituted with continuous variables. Then the continuous problem is solved first and then the 
second step makes these variables integer again and evaluates the solution in the vicinity of the 
continuous solution. Therefore, the MILP is also possible if there are some pieces of equipment 
with discrete functions such as switched capacitor banks or transformer tap ratios incorporated into 
the system in the future.  
From this discussion, it can be said that all the classical optimization techniques can be used 
in this framework. As mentioned previously, the main focus of the proposed framework is in the 
overall process of capacity constraint generation and their coordination with an optimizer and on 
eliminating linearization errors in the constraints through sequential iteration. The aim of 
optimization is just to find an optimal solution if multiple solutions exist. The flexibility of the 
framework is that it allows a variety of different objective functions and is able to solve a range of 
different functions from a simple LP to highly non-linear functions like absolute value.  
 
2.8 Summary  
An overview of challenges associated with distribution system energy management is 
discussed in this chapter. The key issues are related to (i) state estimation, (ii) system model 
linearization, (iii) constraint formulation, (iv) DER control, and (v) optimization. From a detailed 
review of the current literature, two major research gaps have been found, lack of network 
constraint representation and the DER which are not centrally control. 
In the above context, a framework for the distribution systems to manage the network 
operational constraints is developed in this thesis. SE is a core part of the EMS. In the first step of 
the EMS, a WLMS based state estimation technique has been chosen to build the framework. Next, 
observability analysis is performed to ensure whether the system is observable or not. Pseudo 
measurements need to be provided if any operational parameter is not observable. Then a 
linearization technique is developed to establish a linear map between constrained parameters and 
control variables in order to formulate network constraints. Afterwards, an approach for 
controllability analysis is established to identify the system’s controllability with existing control 
variables. An optimization technique is then applied to find the optimal solution of the control 
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variables under the capacity constraints to reduce the overall operational cost. Finally, the proposed 
framework will be applied to different market structure related issues in the DS such as price 
bidding, peer-to-peer transaction etc.  
In the following chapters of this thesis, necessary theoretical background, relevant 
investigations and developed methodologies are thoroughly presented. 
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Chapter 3 Measurement Placement and 
Observability 
 
To build an automated management system for DS, there is the need for an SE technique as 
discussed in Chapter 2. This chapter is going into details on the theoretical background and 
mathematical formulation of SE. SE allows estimation of the system state from available 
measurement data and is followed by an observability analysis technique analyzing the system’s 
observability. The observability analysis allows being able to decide whether it is possible to extract 
information about specific operational parameters from available data instead of verifying whether 
or not the entire system state is determined. The technique is demonstrated using a distribution 
network and the simulation results are critically analyzed. Finally, the necessary steps of pseudo 
measurement placement to make the system fully observable is presented
1
. 
 
3.1 State Estimation Formulation 
State Estimation: SE is an effective online tool in power systems for monitoring, controlling 
and for supplying reliable data in an energy management system. With the aim of identifying the 
most probable operational system state, SE allows more accurate and effective monitoring of 
operational parameters e.g. voltage magnitude or line loading. There are multiple techniques 
available to estimate the system’s state. Among them, the WLMS method is frequently used.  
3.1.1 Traditional State Estimation Formulation 
SE is related to power flow analysis [64], and estimates the network’s internal state from an 
existing set of measurement data. Power flow analysis techniques such as Newton-Raphson method 
are solving the network’s internal state for an exactly defined case only where the SE can estimate 
for the over-determined case as well. It is common practice to represent the static state of a power 
network through the complex voltage at all of its nodes. This has the advantage of directly allowing 
the calculation of any other operational parameters through relatively simple functions as well as 
being unambiguous. Hereby the complex voltages can be represented in either polar or Cartesian. 
                                                 
1
 This chapter has significant materials from the following articles published by the PhD candidate. 
 S. Uddin, O. Krause and D. Martin, “On Capacity Constraint State Optimization under Partial 
Information,” IEEE Innovative Smart Grid Technologies - Asia, 28 November-1 December, 2016, 
Melbourne, Australia 
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That means each bus is associated with two real-valued state variables. If the DS has  -buses with 
an input vector (or measurement vector)  , the system’s internal state would have    real-valued 
state variables. Moreover, the phase angle of the slack bus is usually considered to be zero [110]. If 
bus 1 is the slack bus, the system’s state vector   can be expressed by (3.1) 
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|  |( )
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 (3.1) 
In SE problem, the measurement vector   is related to the state vector   by (3.2) where 
 ( ) and   are the measurement model and error vector respectively. The vector   is a non-linear 
functional relationship between   and   in (3.2). For example, the  ( ) vector can be composed 
from power flow equations (2.3-2.9)  
  [
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  ( )
]   [
  
 
  
]    ( )    (3.2) 
Usually, the presumption is that the expected value of each individual error is zero. It is 
presumed that the individual errors will be non-zero random variables with normal distribution and 
expected zero. Considering this statement the state   of the system which reduces the mean squares 
of the normalized error (MSE)   ( ), normalized for the assumed first standard deviations of the 
distribution of the respective error component   , can consider the most likely internal state   of the 
system corresponding to   . In WLMS method, the square residuals error between the actual 
measurements and estimated values is minimized by the following objective function introduced by 
Schweppe [4-6]. 
     ( )  ,   ( )-    ,   ( )- (3.3) 
where the covariance matrix   is a diagonal matrix defined by MSE and expressed as  
   *
  
 
 
  
 
+ (3.4) 
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where m is the measurement number and the term    is referred to as measurement variance. 
The measurement model sensitivity of  ( ) can be represented as 
 ( )  [
  ( )
  
] (3.5) 
The gradient of  ( ) can be represented as  
 ( )  [
  ( )
  
]     ( )   ,   ( )-    (3.6) 
For the least mean square (LMS) error of   ( ) to be minimal, the gradient  ( ) has to be zero 
as in equation (3.7) 
 ( )     ( )   ,   ( )-    (3.7) 
The SE expands the Gauss-Newton method [111] to solve zero search problems, from where 
the so-called gain matrix  ( ) can be found as  
 ( )  [
  ( )
  
]    ( )    ( ) (3.8) 
Based on equation (3.8) and applying a first-order Taylor-series, equation (3.7) can be written 
as (3.9). Omitting the higher order from Taylor-series is leading towards an iterative approach. 
[ (  )-        (  )   ,   (  )- (3.9) 
where   is the iteration number.  
As long as the gain matrix  (  ) is invertible, which it only is if all state variables are 
completely determined by the available measurement data, the iteration of Gauss-Newton method is 
expressed as 
        , (  )-    (  )   ,   ( )- (3.10) 
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This approach is limiting for an exactly defined and over-determined case only due to the 
existence of  , (  )-  . To overcome this limitation, Adaptive State Estimation (ASE) is used 
which allows estimating under-determined cases as well [64] is discussed in the following section. 
3.1.2 Adaptive State Estimation Formulation 
In ASE, the residual error in   iteration relates with estimator error       through the 
sensitivity of measurement model matrix  ( ) in equation (3.11), rather than mean squares error 
minimization in conventional SE discussed in the previous section.  
 (  )      ,   (  )- (3.11) 
In order to consider the relative accuracy of individual measurements and to ensure 
convergence into the same solution as (3.10) for over-determined cases, the standard deviation    is 
defined as in (3.12) to represent the error components of each individual measurement.  
   *
  
 
  
+ (3.12) 
Using (3.12) to normalize the individual residual error components, (3.11) can be rewritten as 
[    (  )-         ,   (  )- (3.13) 
Based on (3.13), the iterative cycle of ASE can be formulated as in (3.14), where Newton 
method is used with the pseudo-inverse ,    (  )- , calculated from the SVD of ,    (  )-, 
instead of inverse ,    (  )-  . The inverse ,    (  )-  does not exist for under-determined 
cases. The pseudo-inverse always exists, so the iterative process is possible at all times. 
      ,    (  )-    ,   (  )- (3.14) 
For redability, simplicity and for its similarity to the annotation in other Newton approaches, 
the term ,    (  )- is denoted by  ( ) as in equation (3.15) 
 ( )       (  ) (3.15) 
With  ( ) being real-valued, the SVD of  ( ) can be expressed as 
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 ( )    ( )    ( )    ( )
  (3.16) 
where   ( ) and   ( ) are the unitary matrices of   ( ), containing the left and right singular 
vectors of  ( ), respectively. The dimension of   ( ) is equal to (   ). 
The term   ( ) consists of  right singular vectors     ( ). 
  ( )  ,    ( )     ( )- (3.17) 
Similarly   ( ) consists of   left singular vectors     ( ). 
  ( )  ,    ( )     ( )- (3.18) 
These unitary matrices are mutually linked through   ( ), containing the singular values 
    ( ) of   ( ) in its main diagonal as in (3.19). The number of non-zero singular value is equal to 
the rank   ( )
 and the rank is equal to   (   ).  
  ( )
   
[
 
 
 
 
    ( )   
   
      ( )
   
   ]
 
 
 
 
 (3.19) 
It is clear from equation (3.19) that only the first   ( )
  vectors of the unitary matrices   ( ) 
and   ( ) in equation (3.16) are linked via   ( )
 . Therefore, for an under-determined situation 
(  ( )   
 ), the residual right singular vector (  ( )   )
 is not determined by  ( ) in  . This 
limitation can be overcome through the pseudo-inverse   ( ) of   ( ). To state the pseudo-inverse, 
the inverse of   ( )
 is defined as (3.20). 
  
  ( )   
[
 
 
 
 
 
 
    ( )
    
     
  
 
    ( )
  
]
 
 
 
 
 
 (3.20) 
With   
  ( ) in (3.20), the pseudo-inverse   ( ) can be defined in equation (3.21). 
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  ( )    ( )    
  ( )    ( )
  (3.21) 
Thus, the iteration step can be restated as in (3.22) 
        ,  (  )-   ,   (  )- (3.22) 
The following equation holds in the convergence point, if any improvement of   is not 
possible with (3.22) 
  ,  ( )-   ,   ( )- (3.23) 
3.2 Observability Analysis 
3.2.1 Methods of Observability Analysis 
Observability analysis is used to decide whether or not the power system state estimate from 
the measurement data is fully determined by available data. The system state may be at least 
partially unobservable due to a variety of reasons, including meter failure, telecommunication error, 
or measurement deficiency. Additional types of measurement data need to be provided in case the 
system is not fully observable. The observability analysis can be performed by two techniques such 
as pre-estimation and post-estimation techniques. The pre-estimation technique tries to establish the 
system is fully observable before SE by using either the topological or numerical method. In the 
topological method, topologically verifying whether or not enough data is available to extrapolate 
from a node whose state is known to be observable to the next adjacent node. The numerical 
method is mainly focused on the Jacobian matrix of the measurement system and whether or not the 
Jacobian matrix is column rank deficient. If it is, then the system state is partially unobservable. The 
observability is established through making the Jacobian full ranked by either removing state 
variables or by adding pseudo measurements. The post-estimation technique is based on the 
numerical method which is performed after SE. This technique accepts all the measurement data 
and tries to determine the effects of lack of measurements. It is linearly approximate to the under-
determined system state component and to test every value derived from the partially unobservable 
system state for its sensitivity towards the undetermined components.  
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Based on the literature review as discussed in Chapter 2, the post-estimation technique 
developed in [75] will be applied in this thesis to analyze the observability of the DS. The model for 
this method is discussed in the following section. 
 
3.2.2 Model Description of Numerical Method 
The system state   is estimated using the ASE discussed in the previous section. It can be 
used to interpret any arbitrary output   ( ) e.g. nodal voltage, nodal power balance, line current etc. 
The observability analysis identified by the value of   ( ) shows whether or not it is sensitive to 
unobservable state changes. The analysis of observability decides by state variable change    
within the right nullspace of  ( ) would change   ( ), where the interpretation is that a linear 
approximation of all system state changes by the right nullspace of  ( ) that can occur without 
changing  . The arbitrary output   ( ) is completely determined if it is insensitive to   . A first 
order derivative of   ( ) is applied as in equation (3.24) to perform the sensitivity analysis.  
[
   ( )
  
]  [
   ( )
   
 
   ( )
    
] (3.24) 
Whether or not   ( ) is sensitive to unobservable state change can be analyzed by applying a 
first order Taylor-series where the variation of   ( ) subject to a system state change    can be 
estimated as (3.25) 
  (    )    ( )  [
   ( )
  
]     (3.25) 
To ensure   ( ) is determined by   , it may not be sensitive to state changes unobservable 
from   . For   (    )    ( ) to hold, (3.25) needs to be satisfied for all    within the right 
nullspace of  ( ) and therefore   ( ) to be determined by  . That indicates the Jacobian vector of 
  ( ) requires a zero scalar product with all of these unobservable state changes, as in (3.26) 
[
   ( )
  
]       (3.26) 
With the SVD spanning the right nullspace of  ( ) with the ( ( )   ) to    right singular 
vectors, it is possible to evaluate the sensitivity of   ( ) to any unobservable state changes by 
analysing its sensitivity to the right singular vectors spanning the nullspace, and hence, decide on its 
determinacy by   . 
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   *
   ( )
  
+  ,   ( ( )  )( )     ( )- (3.27) 
This even holds if all state variables are affected by partial indeterminacy (e.g. in the absence 
of an angular reference). 
 
3.3 Test Network and Simulation Scenario 
3.3.1 Studied Distribution Systems 
The algorithm is tested on a 29 bus reference distribution network in order to verify the 
accuracy of the approach [112]. The network topology of the system is shown in Figure 3.1. Node 1 
is modeled as a slack bus, while all other nodes are constant power type loads. Loads with active and 
reactive power injection are reported in Table 3.1. All calculations have been done in per unit (p.u.) 
considering base voltage,       = 121 volt; base apparent power,       = 25 KVA. The results will 
be presented in p.u.  
Additionally, the following modifications are applied in the case study. 
1. All branches are based on the positive sequence parameters only, with no parameter 
asymmetry among different phases and the neutral conductor. 
2. All simulations are carried out on a single-phase equivalent circuit model and all three 
phase active and reactive power values summed up towards a nodal total. 
3. Mutual inductance has been neglected. 
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Figure 3.1 29 bus distribution system [112] 
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Table 3.1 Active and reactive power of 29 bus distribution system 
Node 
Active power  Reactive power  
Watt p.u VAr p.u 
5 347.3 0.0139 114.1 0.0046 
6 525 0.021 172.6 0.0069 
7 1544.5 0.0618 507.7 0.0203 
8 1098.7 0.0439 361.1 0.0144 
9 3249.9 0.1299 1068.2 0.0427 
10 1647.3 0.0659 541.5 0.0217 
11 661.1 0.0264 217.3 0.0087 
13 612.5 0.0245 201.3 0.0081 
14 457 0.0183 150.3 0.0061 
15 584.7 0.0234 192.2 0.0077 
17 452.8 0.0181 148.8 0.0059 
18 1090.2 0.0436 358.3 0.0143 
19 354.1 0.0142 116.4 0.0047 
21 1129.2 0.0452 371.1 0.0148 
23 113.9 0.0046 37.4 0.0015 
24 225 0.009 74 0.0029 
25 844.4 0.0338 277.5 0.0111 
26 341.6 0.0137 112.2 0.0045 
27 1141.7 0.0457 375.2 0.015 
28 1080.5 0.0432 355.2 0.0142 
29 236.2 0.0094 77.6 0.0031 
 
3.3.2 Simulation Scenarios 
To demonstrate the features and the applicability of the observability analysis three scenarios 
are studied using the described test network.  
Scenario 1: Exactly defined system state 
Scenario 2: Over-determined system state 
Scenario 3: Under-determined system state 
In this work, the simulations are carried out in MATLAB. 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 
This chapter is mainly focused on the mathematical formulation of SE technique which is the 
first step to building the proposed energy management system. In order to investigate system 
observability, an expression of the sensitivity analysis on operational parameters as shown by (3.27) 
is used. The analyses for the different scenarios mentioned in the previous section are discussed 
below. 
3.4.1 Scenario 1 
With node 1 modeled as a slack bus and the remaining nodes as PQ nodes, the system is 
exactly defined, which is a typical Newton-Raphson power flow problem. In this case, the number 
of measurement data is equal to the number of state variables to be estimated. The measurement 
data of the network for this scenario is shown in Table 3.2 with corresponding values equal to the 
values provided in Table 3.1. As an example of operational parameters derived from an estimated 
system state, the estimated results for the nodal voltages are presented in Table 3.3. In this table, the 
reference solutions are generated from system coherent sets of input values for the estimation test. 
Depending on the scenario these input values are taken from the reference solution. The estimator is 
then run and the estimation results fed back in again so as to have something to compare with. It can 
be observed from the table that the estimated nodal voltages of all nodes are identical with the 
reference solution. The reason is that all state variables are fully determined. Therefore all nodal 
voltages of the network are observable. Similarly, active and reactive power is also observable. 
Table 3.2 Estimator input for exactly defined case 
Node, 
i 
Available inputs (‘ √’: yes, 
‘×’: no) Node, i 
Available inputs (‘ √’: yes, 
‘×’: no) 
|  | Pi Qi |  | Pi Qi 
1 √ × × 16 × √ √ 
2 × √ √ 17 × √ √ 
3 × √ √ 18 × √ √ 
4 × √ √ 19 × √ √ 
5 × √ √ 20 × √ √ 
6 × √ √ 21 × √ √ 
7 × √ √ 22 × √ √ 
8 × √ √ 23 × √ √ 
9 × √ √ 24 × √ √ 
10 × √ √ 25 × √ √ 
11 × √ √ 26 × √ √ 
12 × √ √ 27 × √ √ 
13 × √ √ 28 × √ √ 
14 × √ √ 29 × √ √ 
15 × √ √          
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Table 3.3 Nodal voltage estimation during exactly defined case 
Node, 
i 
Voltage (p.u) 
Node, 
i 
Voltage (p.u) 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
1 1 1 16 0.969 0.969 
2 0.991 0.991 17 0.968 0.968 
3 0.978 0.978 18 0.968 0.968 
4 0.978 0.978 19 0.969 0.969 
5 0.977 0.977 20 0.972 0.972 
6 0.976 0.976 21 0.967 0.967 
7 0.964 0.964 22 0.963 0.963 
8 0.958 0.958 23 0.963 0.963 
9 0.954 0.954 24 0.961 0.961 
10 0.953 0.953 25 0.961 0.961 
11 0.992 0.992 26 0.957 0.957 
12 0.977 0.977 27 0.955 0.955 
13 0.977 0.977 28 0.954 0.953 
14 0.976 0.976 29 0.953 0.953 
15 0.975 0.975       
 
3.4.2 Scenario 2 
The over-determined situation arises due to the redundancy of measurement data. This 
indicates the number of available measurement data is larger than the number of state variables to 
be estimated. The system state can be partially or fully over-determined. Here the fully over-
determined situation is considered to demonstrate the observability of the network. To this end, the 
nodal voltage, active and reactive power is assumed to be available for all nodes. The scenario data 
is listed in Table 3.4 where input values are taken from the reference solution. 
The estimated results for the nodal voltages in this case, are presented in Table 3.5. Like the 
previous scenario, the estimated nodal voltage of all nodes is the same as the reference solution. As 
a result, the estimated values of nodal voltages of all nodes are observable. The estimated active and 
reactive power for all nodes is outlined in Table 3.6. It is worth mentioning that all operational 
parameters of the network are observable. A similar behavior is found when the system is only 
partially over-determined. An essential but not the only condition for a system to be completely 
observable is that the number of available inputs is either equal to or greater than the number of 
estimated variables. 
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Table 3.4 Estimator input for over-determined case 
Node, 
i 
Available inputs (‘ √’: yes, 
‘×’: no) Node, i 
Available inputs (‘ √’: yes, 
‘×’: no) 
|  | Pi Qi |  | Pi Qi 
1 √ √ √ 16 √ √ √ 
2 √ √ √ 17 √ √ √ 
3 √ √ √ 18 √ √ √ 
4 √ √ √ 19 √ √ √ 
5 √ √ √ 20 √ √ √ 
6 √ √ √ 21 √ √ √ 
7 √ √ √ 22 √ √ √ 
8 √ √ √ 23 √ √ √ 
9 √ √ √ 24 √ √ √ 
10 √ √ √ 25 √ √ √ 
11 √ √ √ 26 √ √ √ 
12 √ √ √ 27 √ √ √ 
13 √ √ √ 28 √ √ √ 
14 √ √ √ 29 √ √ √ 
15 √ √ √          
 
Table 3.5 Nodal voltage estimation during over-determined case 
Node, 
i 
Voltage (p.u) 
Node, 
i 
Voltage (p.u) 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
1 1 1 16 0.969 0.969 
2 0.991 0.991 17 0.968 0.968 
3 0.978 0.978 18 0.968 0.968 
4 0.978 0.978 19 0.969 0.969 
5 0.977 0.977 20 0.972 0.972 
6 0.976 0.976 21 0.967 0.967 
7 0.964 0.964 22 0.963 0.963 
8 0.958 0.958 23 0.963 0.963 
9 0.954 0.954 24 0.961 0.961 
10 0.953 0.953 25 0.961 0.961 
11 0.992 0.992 26 0.957 0.957 
12 0.977 0.977 27 0.955 0.955 
13 0.977 0.977 28 0.954 0.953 
14 0.976 0.976 29 0.953 0.953 
15 0.975 0.975       
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Table 3.6 Active and reactive power balance during over-determined situation 
Node, 
i 
Active power, Pi (p.u) Reactive power, Qi (p.u) 
Node, 
i 
Active power, Pi (p.u) 
Reactive power, Qi 
(p.u) 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
1 0.515 0.515 0.176 0.176 16 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 17 -0.013 -0.013 -0.004 -0.004 
3 0 0 0 0 18 -0.031 -0.031 -0.01 -0.01 
4 0 0 0 0 19 -0.009 -0.009 -0.003 -0.003 
5 -0.009 -0.009 -0.003 -0.003 20 0 0 0 0 
6 -0.015 -0.015 -0.005 -0.005 21 -0.032 -0.032 -0.01 -0.01 
7 -0.043 -0.043 -0.014 -0.014 22 0 0 0 0 
8 -0.031 -0.031 -0.011 -0.011 23 -0.003 -0.003 -0.001 -0.001 
9 -0.091 -0.091 -0.029 -0.029 24 -0.006 -0.006 -0.002 -0.002 
10 -0.046 -0.046 -0.015 -0.015 25 -0.024 -0.024 -0.008 -0.008 
11 -0.019 -0.019 -0.006 -0.006 26 -0.009 -0.009 -0.003 -0.003 
12 0 0 0 0 27 -0.032 -0.032 -0.01 -0.01 
13 -0.017 -0.017 -0.006 -0.006 28 -0.03 -0.037 -0.009 -0.009 
14 -0.013 -0.0123 -0.004 -0.004 29 -0.007 -0.007 -0.002 -0.002 
15 -0.016 -0.016 -0.005 -0.005           
 
3.4.1 Scenario 3 
The under-determined situation arises due to measurement deficiencies. It would happen 
because of communication failure, lack of measurements etc. That indicates a system is said to be 
under-determined if the number of available measurement data is less than the state variables to be 
estimated. 
To create the under-determined case, assume that the residential smart meter has failed to read 
voltage, active and reactive power at nodes 7 to 10 as shown in Table 3.7 where those nodes are 
located in the same feeder. The estimated nodal voltage of the network is listed in Table 3.8. It is 
found that nodes 8 to 10 are not observable while node 7 is still observable in terms of nodal 
voltage. Another key point, the estimator is still able to determine the state of the rest of the 
network. From the active and reactive power point of view, nodes 7 to 10 are unobservable (see 
Table 3.9). It shows the fact that the unobservability on active and reactive power occurs 
immediately if only one residential smart meter is unavailable. 
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Table 3.7 Estimator input for under-determined situation 
Node, 
i 
Available inputs (‘ √’: yes, 
‘×’: no) Node, i 
Available inputs (‘ √’: yes, 
‘×’: no) 
|  | Pi Qi |  | Pi Qi 
1 √ √ √ 16 √ √ √ 
2 √ √ √ 17 √ √ √ 
3 √ √ √ 18 √ √ √ 
4 √ √ √ 19 √ √ √ 
5 √ √ √ 20 √ √ √ 
6 √ √ √ 21 √ √ √ 
7 × × × 22 √ √ √ 
8 × × × 23 √ √ √ 
9 × × × 24 √ √ √ 
10 × × × 25 √ √ √ 
11 √ √ √ 26 √ √ √ 
12 √ √ √ 27 √ √ √ 
13 √ √ √ 28 √ √ √ 
14 √ √ √ 29 √ √ √ 
15 √ √ √          
 
Table 3.8 Nodal voltage estimation during under-determined situation 
Node, 
i 
Voltage (p.u) 
Node, 
i 
Voltage (p.u) 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
1 1 1 16 0.969 0.969 
2 0.991 0.991 17 0.968 0.968 
3 0.978 0.978 18 0.968 0.968 
4 0.978 0.978 19 0.969 0.969 
5 0.977 0.977 20 0.972 0.972 
6 0.976 0.976 21 0.967 0.967 
7 0.964 0.964 22 0.963 0.963 
8 0.958 Not determined 23 0.963 0.963 
9 0.954 Not determined 24 0.961 0.961 
10 0.953 Not determined 25 0.961 0.961 
11 0.992 0.992 26 0.957 0.957 
12 0.977 0.977 27 0.955 0.955 
13 0.977 0.977 28 0.954 0.954 
14 0.976 0.976 29 0.953 0.953 
15 0.975 0.975       
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Table 3.9 Active and reactive power balance during under-determined situation 
Node,  
i 
Active power, Pi (p.u) 
Reactive power, Qi 
(p.u) Node,  
i 
Active power, Pi 
(p.u) 
Reactive power, Qi 
(p.u) 
Reference 
solution 
Estimatio
n results 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
Referenc
e solution 
Estimatio
n results 
Reference 
solution 
Estimation 
results 
1 0.515 0.515 0.176 0.176 16 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 17 -0.013 -0.013 -0.004 -0.004 
3 0 0 0 0 18 -0.031 -0.031 -0.01 -0.01 
4 0 0 0 0 19 -0.009 -0.009 -0.003 -0.003 
5 -0.009 -0.009 -0.003 -0.003 20 0 0 0 0 
6 -0.015 -0.015 -0.005 -0.005 21 -0.032 -0.032 -0.01 -0.01 
7 -0.043 
Not 
determined 
-0.014 
Not 
determined 
22 0 0 0 0 
8 -0.031 
Not 
determined 
-0.011 
Not 
determined 
23 -0.003 -0.003 -0.001 -0.001 
9 -0.091 
Not 
determined 
-0.029 
Not-
determined 
24 -0.006 -0.006 -0.002 -0.002 
10 -0.046 
Not 
determined 
-0.015 
Not-
determined 
25 -0.024 -0.024 -0.008 -0.008 
11 -0.019 -0.019 -0.006 -0.006 26 -0.009 -0.009 -0.003 -0.003 
12 0 0 0 0 27 -0.032 -0.032 -0.01 -0.01 
13 -0.017 -0.017 -0.006 -0.006 28 -0.03 -0.037 -0.009 -0.009 
14 -0.013 -0.0123 -0.004 -0.004 29 -0.007 -0.007 -0.002 -0.002 
15 -0.016 -0.016 -0.005 -0.005           
 
In the following scenario, the input nodal voltage is assumed to be available at all nodes 
including nodes 7 to 10 in the previous scenario while the meter is losing active and reactive power 
at nodes 7 to 10. The topology of the network with estimated active and reactive power is depicted 
in Figure 3.2. Like in the previous scenario, nodes 7 to 10 are unobservable in terms of active and 
reactive power as indicated by a red dotted square, whereas the remaining part of the network is 
fully observable. Without knowing the current value of operational parameters of the unobservable 
part, a meaningful management is not possible in that part. Pseudo measurements need to be placed 
in the unobservable part to make its state observable. The pseudo measurements might be nodal 
parameters (such as nodal voltage, active and reactive power balance) or branch flow (such as 
branch active power flow). To do this, nodal active power is provided at node 7. As a result, node 7 
becomes fully observable due to this as depicted in Figure 3.3 while nodes 8 to 10 are still 
unobservable. 
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Usually, there are more than one residential customer connected to the same node of a 
network and that the loss of a power reading at any of the residential meters would lead to nodal 
power balance not being available as an input. This means if a residential meter associated to any 
node fails to access data, suddenly the entire feeder becomes unobservable. This limitation can be 
overcome by installing a branch flow measurement device in the affected feeder rather than a nodal 
measurement device. Therefore, the branch flow measurement can restrict the unobservability effect 
in the area where nodal measurement was lost and only the affected part of this node is partially 
unobservable. The rest of the feeder in the same node where all nodal measurements are intact will 
remain observable. To do this, a branch flow measuring device was placed in the line between 
nodes 7 and 8. As a result, the impact of unobservability of node 7 to the entire network was 
isolated. Moreover, node 7 becomes observable due to this as depicted in Figure 3.4 while nodes 8 
to 10 are still unobservable. Likewise, a pseudo measurement also needs to be placed to bring node 
8 to being observable. As such, an additional branch flow device is placed in line between nodes 8 
and 9. Thus, node 8 turns to be observable as shown in Figure 3.5. In addition, it is limiting the 
impact of unobservability from nodes 9 to 10. Consequently, nodes 9 and 10 also become 
observable by placing a device in the branch between nodes 9 and 10. 
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Figure 3.2 29 bus DS with PQ is not available at nodes 7-10 
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Figure 3.3 29 bus DS topology when PQ is not available at nodes 7 to 10 but pseudo measurement 
of nodal active power is provided at node 7 
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Figure 3.4 29 bus DS with PQ is not available at nodes 7-10 but branch flow measurement placed in 
the line between nodes 7 and 8 
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Figure 3.5 29 bus DS with PQ is not available at nodes 7-10 but branch flow measurement placed in 
the line between nodes 8 and 9 
 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the general concept and capabilities of the observability analysis used in this 
thesis are discussed. The analysis is based on WLMS SE approach which is able to solve the under-
determined cases as well as regular over-determined cases. A meaningful and effective management 
system is not possible without observability. From the observability analysis, it is possible to 
identify whether a system is observable or unobservable. The system is at least partially 
unobservable in so-called under-determined cases. The observability can be secure by strategically 
placing branch measurement devices on that particular unobservable location. The advantage of the 
branch flow device is that it is able to isolate the unobservable node from the rest of the network. 
Thus, it keeps limiting the spread of unobservable impact to the remaining network. Therefore, SE 
being used in this thesis is robust enough to estimate the system state accurately and in a realistic 
scenario with partial measurement deficiency. Hence, the estimator is a necessary basis for the 
optimization in the proposed framework which will be discussed in the next chapter. It is worth 
mentioning that this chapter is not to be the main contribution of the thesis but explains the relevant 
context in the thesis. 
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Chapter 4 Linearization Technique and Constraint 
Generation 
 
4.1 Introduction 
SE is an important tool in power system energy management which was discussed in the 
previous chapter. SE provides a starting point to the simulation layer of the proposed framework 
and the simulation layer supports the optimization, subject to network constraints. To generate the 
network constraints, the formulation of capacity constraints on individual network elements is 
required. The constrained parameters in the network, especially the voltage constraints, can be non-
convex in nature which makes it complex to find feasible solutions [113]. In this regard, the use of 
linear approximations of the location and orientation of network element constraints is one of the 
auspicious options which ensure the convexity of the feasible region in each iteration [25]. For the 
linearization, a linear map needs to be established between constrained operational parameters and a 
wide range of control variables. This map will allow generating the linear inequality constraints 
which permit management of the network within its existing capacity limits. In the final step of the 
proposed framework, an optimization technique will be used to solve the constrained state 
optimization problem. The activation and dispatches of controllable devices such as DER and DSM 
are formulated as an optimization problem, which allows controlling these entities to maximize the 
utilization of a network’s existing capacity. 
This chapter will discuss the mathematical formulation and necessary investigations of the 
proposed framework. The proposed framework will be flexible and comprehensive, with some 
similarity to OPF formulations. The key focus is on linear constraint generation. The framework is 
developed in MATLAB platform
2
. 
                                                 
2
 This chapter has significant materials from the following articles published by the PhD candidate. 
• S. Uddin and O. Krause, “Capacity Constrained Energy Management for Unbalanced Distribution 
Systems,” IEEE Power and Energy Society General Meeting, 26-30 July, 2015, Denver, Colorado, USA 
• S. Uddin, O. Krause and D. Martin, “A Linearization Technique to Estimate Operational Constraints States 
by Pseudo Inverse Matrix,” Australasian Universities Power Engineering Conference, 25-28 September, 
2016, Brisbane, Australia 
• S. Uddin, O. Krause and D. Martin, “Energy Management for Distribution Networks through Capacity 
Constrained State Optimization,” IEEE Access, vol. 5, pp. 21743-21752, October 2017 
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4.2 Operational Parameters 
The measurement vector   of an  -bus DS in (3.2) can be represented as being under the 
influence of an input vector   including some control variables  . The length of the input vector 
depends on the size of the network. The operational state of the network can be represented as the 
complex voltage vector  ( ) from which nominated operational parameters can be computed. These 
nominated operational parameters, or in short outputs, can be represented by vector  ( ), which 
cannot be measured directly but has to be determined from   by either power flow analysis or state 
estimation, depending on the composition of   . For example, the input vector    in a Newton-
Raphson power flow problem could be composed of magnitude of nodal voltage (  ) at node  , 
respective phase angle of voltage (  ), reactive power (  ) and active power (  ) as illustrated in 
(4.1). The composition of   is a combination of constant inputs and some control variables  . One 
example of a possible control vector   in (4.1) could be the combination of active and reactive 
power (  ) or only active/reactive power at any bus   with   controllable nodes as in (4.2). This 
could correspond to a four quadrant inverter coupled storage system. The reason to choose PQ node 
as a controllable parameter is that we can usually control   and   in a realistic DS scenario. PV 
node can be considered as a controllable parameter where we can control   but need to be adjusting 
the voltage set point of a system with an automatic voltage regulator. However, controlling of 
voltage set point is rarely performed in DS. The equation (4.2) is a subset of (4.1). 
  
[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
|  |
  
 
|  |
  
 
 
 
  
  ]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (4.1) 
  [
  
 
  
]   [
  
  
]    *       + (4.2) 
The internal state   of the network from SE in (3.1) can be redefined differently by  ( ). Thus 
the equation (3.2) is restated as 
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 ( )  
[
 
 
 
 
|  |( )
  ( )
 
|  |( )
  ( ) ]
 
 
 
 
 (4.3) 
The SE will inform the simulation layer that is used by the optimizer to evaluate the impact of 
its control variables on the constrained output variables. From the simulation layer the assigned 
output vectors  ( ) being as a function of  ( ). 
 ( )  *
  ( ( ))
 
  ( ( ))
+ (4.4) 
The output vector  ( ) is usually composed of non-linear, non-analytic, non-injective 
functions. In order to transform inequality constraints on  ( ) into inequality constraints on  , a 
linearization technique require which is described in the following section.  
 
4.3 Linearization Techniques 
Linearization represents a local characterization of the nonlinear function. It is obvious to 
select linearization points close to true state values. An algorithm which solves power flow equations 
close to the true state can be applied. In this analysis, Newton’s algorithm is used for solving the 
power flow equations in the neighborhood if a known estimated state is used. The linearization 
system can be implemented mainly using two techniques, such as sampled sensitivity and 
analytically [87, 88]. The sampled based technique is easier to implement but processing time is 
slow, while the analytical method is challenging to implement but its processing time is very quick 
ensuring the maximum possible precision of linearization. Based on Chapter, 2 in this thesis the 
analytical method is implemented which is based on a Jacobian matrix. With the intention of 
generating linear inequality constraints on the control variables from limits defined on nominated 
operational parameters, a linearized model of the sensitivity of the bounded operational parameters 
to changes of the control variables is needed. To establish this linear map between control variables 
and constrained operational parameters, a linearization of both the non-linear functions are required 
involving input vectors with state vector, and potentially non-linear functions involving constrained 
operational parameters with state vector. Both linearizing can be formulated as the Jacobian matrix 
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of the vectors of functions corresponding to provide input values and constrained operational 
parameters, respectively. 
Complementing the provided non-linear input vector  , the functions involving the 
corresponding variables to the internal state vector  ( ) are needed to linearize the non-linear 
relationship between the input and state vectors. With the Nabla operator    defined as (4.5), the 
Jacobian matrix   ( ) of the input vector functions can be calculated as in (4.6). 
    [
 
   
 
 
   
  
 
   
 
 
   
]         (       ) (4.5) 
  ( )   ( )    (4.6) 
where    and    represent the real and imaginary parts of the complex nodal voltage (  ) 
respectively, at any node  . The index   in    indicates which variables are used and which need to 
be derived.  ( ) is the functional relationship between the input vector and state vector. 
The elements of input Jacobian matrix   ( ) is formulated as in (4.7) by the partial derivative 
of (2.3), (2.8) and (2.9) with respect to nodal voltage in (2.11) – (2.22). 
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(4.7) 
The input Jacobian is applicable to any possible combination of the input vector. For 
simplicity, the first node is modelled as a reference node which is capable infinitely strips in voltage 
as well as infinitely capable in terms of power. For further precision it would normally include two 
extra parameters. Firstly, the distribution transformer supplying it, secondly, adding an additional 
virtual lump element representing the short circuit impedance of the entire upstream network. The 
other nodes have typical behaviours like some nodes are controlling active and reactive power, a 
few have voltage-dependent behaviour.  
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Similarly, the Jacobian of the constrained operational parameter functions can be calculated as 
in (4.8) 
  ( )   ( )    (4.8) 
where  ( ) is the functional relationship between the constrained operational parameters and state 
vector. 
Two main conditions must be checked for the linearization process. Firstly, the overall 
linearization of the input vector may be either constant or controllable and secondly, all input vectors 
should be towards the output vectors. As indicated by those two conditions, a linearization map is 
established between equations (4.6) and (4.8), as stated in (4.9). 
  (  )    ( )   
  ( )    (4.9) 
where   
- ( ) indicates the inverse matrix of    ( ). 
The inverse matrix is able to map only in a situation where the exactly defined case can 
happen. The inverse matrix does not exist if the system contains redundancy which would turn the 
system into a singularity. In that case, the system is not solvable. The singularity takes place due to 
two main reasons such as; a lack of row i.e. low rank deficient which means the system has less 
output or the system has too many constraints. 
At the time of the second condition, the system has a lower number of inputs than constraints. 
In other words, the system has a fewer number of control variables. Hence, there are no degrees of 
freedom that need to be managed freely. Due to this, the system may not be able to satisfy all 
available constraints because of interdependence. Thus, the degrees of freedom that the system has 
cannot be controlled independently. Otherwise, there would be a left null space, which in turn 
represents the chance of change to  ( ) which is not caused – and therefore controlled – by  . 
Eventually, there will be a situation where the optimizer is unable to modify the value of constraint 
parameters. For that reason, the inverse matrix does not exist for under-determined or over-
determined situations. The adoption of a pseudo-inverse matrix instead of the inverse matrix is one 
of the probable solutions to avoid singularity. As shown in [64], the pseudo-inverse matrix allows the 
use of over-determined input vectors - as they would occur in real-world network monitoring - as 
opposed to the inverse   
- ( ) restricting the input vector to exactly defined cases. 
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The pseudo-inverse   
 ( ) is defined based on the results of the SVD of   ( ) (see (4.10)). 
  ( )          
  (4.10) 
In (4.10)    and    are the unitary matrices of   ( ), containing the left and right singular 
vectors of   ( ), respectively. These unitary matrices are mutually linked through   , containing the 
singular values of   ( ) in its diagonal as in (4.11). Note that this discussion is limited to non-column 
rank deficient Jacobian matrices   ( ), with rank   equal to the number of real-valued state variables. 
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 (4.11) 
To state the pseudo-inverse   
 ( ) the inverse of    is defined as (4.12). 
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 (4.12) 
With invert    and    the pseudo-inverse   
 ( ) can be defined as (4.13). 
  
 ( )        
     
  (4.13) 
Therefore, the linearization map in (4.9) can be restated as (4.14). 
  (  )    ( )   
 ( )    (4.14) 
With   
 ( ) mapping changes in the input vector    to changes of the internal state   , solving 
the least root mean squares problem in the process [64], and   ( ) mapping changes in the state 
vector    to changes in the nominated output vector   , it becomes clear that (4.14) can be used to 
linearly approximate the effect changes to the system input vector (e.g. through control actions) have 
on the nominated operational parameters (e.g. line currents, voltage magnitudes etc.). In the 
following this will be used to define linear inequality constraints on the control variables of a system.  
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The linear map can be simplified as follows 
   ( )    ( )   
 ( ) (4.15) 
The presented technique is not free from linearization error due to the pseudo matrix. 
However, the error is introduced only if the system is either fully or at least parts of the network 
become over-determined. Furthermore, some parts of the network may be unobservable due to the 
under-determined input vector. The impact of an under-determined input system has been discussed 
in the previous chapter. The pseudo matrix is not able to provide information about unobservable 
parts of the network to the optimizer and does not introduce any additional error. Here the input 
vector is choosing in such a way that first node is a reference bus while remainder bus of the network 
are active and reactive power. Thus, the system would become exactly defined. As long as this 
system is exactly defined, any kind of error is not produced due to the pseudo matrix. 
 
4.4 Constraints Formulation 
For each optimization interval, the state of the physical network is assumed to not change and 
the nature of the functions used in the input function vector adequately reflects the connected 
equipment’s voltage-dependent behavior. Therefore, the input vector during the optimization will 
always contain zeros except for as indicated in (4.16) 
   ,           -
  (4.16) 
Therefore,    ( ) can be defined as only the columns of    ( ) that correspond to control 
variables in  .  
   ( )    ( )   
 ( ) (4.17) 
For all constrained variables  ( ), there is an upper and lower limit as shown in (4.18). 
Collating all constrained variables and limits in vector form, this can be stated as in (4.18) 
      ( )       (4.18) 
The constrained operational parameter  ( ) is unable to be stated analytically, the whole 
estimation procedure is represented. A first-order Taylor Series is used to state the linear constraints 
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of outputs as approximated for a given expansion point   . The expansion point can be found using 
(4.19) 
 ( )   (     )   (  )     (  )    (4.19) 
With the limitations of (4.16) 
 ( )   (     )   (  )     (  )    (4.20) 
Substituting (4.20) into (4.18) result in a set of linear inequalities leading to (4.21) 
      (  )     (  )     
    (4.21) 
Subtracting the expansion point of the operational values in (4.21) leads to (4.22) to transform 
the set of linear inequalities 
      (  )     (  )     
     (  ) (4.22) 
This expression can then be split up into lower and upper limits resulting in the following 
inequality constraints 
[
      (  )
    (  )
]     [
      (  )
       (  )
] (4.23) 
The meaning of (4.23) is that if the output of the operational values is greater than the upper 
limits     , the nominal value of the outputs should be decreased from the upper limit. On the other 
hand, if the operational values are less than the lower limits     , the lower limits should be 
decreased from the nominal value to bring back all operation parameters within acceptable limits. 
The advantage of this approach is that the linear inequality is applicable to all available operational 
parameters.  
For all technically sensible setups and for    
      
      *   +, the feasible region 
bounded by (4.23) is convex, but not necessarily closed. To ensure a closed feasible region, as well 
as to adequately reflect the operational limits of equipment being modelled by the control variables, 
the control variables themselves need to be constrained as well. Similar to (4.18) this control variable 
constraint on    can be formulated as in (4.24). 
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    (4.24) 
Similar to the constraints on operational variables   ( ), this can be restated as (4.25).  
0
    
  
1     [
       
        
] (4.25) 
where   is the identity matrix. 
Combining (4.24) and (4.25) to (4.26) states linearly approximating the close feasible region 
where the constraints are closely convex (see [16])  
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 (4.26) 
The proposed approach can be implemented for a wide range of operational constraints such 
as voltage constraints, line current, active and reactive power etc. Here, to demonstrate its validity, 
the presented approach has been verified for voltage constraints. Moving on now to consider 
voltage as capacity constraint, the inequality (4.26) can be restated as follows 
[
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 (4.27) 
Following this, the control variables can be either an arbitrary set of active power/reactive 
power or a combination of both. In the presence of both active and reactive power, the inequality 
(4.27) can be expressed as 
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4.5 Optimization Process 
The inequality stated in (4.26) defines a constraint satisfaction problem, which for realistic 
and solvable cases will usually have an infinite number of probable solutions. An objective function 
is required to find the optimal solution which represents the most efficient use of the network 
capacity. The selection of an optimization technique has a strong impact on the ability to find the 
optimal solution. A variety of cost functions is available in the literature which can be used with the 
presented algorithm. As discussed in Chapter 2, the classical methods namely SLP, QP are more 
suitable for this technique. Due to simplicity, the SLP based optimization is chosen here, as defined 
in (4.29) subject to inequalities (4.30) and (4.31). The SLP contains a linear cost function with 
continuous variables. This method is reliable and efficiently handles inequality constraints. The 
proposed generated constraints are linear, which is another vital reason to choose SLP because it is 
very efficient with a linear constraint. In addition, it has excellent convergence features and requires 
less computation time. 
     
 
  ( )  [
  
 
  
]
 
 {[
   
 
   
]}        (4.29) 
                  (4.30) 
                   (4.31) 
where  ( ) is the cost function,   -   are the incremental cost vectors of the respective control 
variables      . The index   and   represents coefficient matrix and coefficient vector, 
respectively. 
The inequality (4.30) can represent the operational constraints while representing the control 
variable constraints in (4.31). A combination of inequalities (4.30) and (4.31) is similar to (4.26), 
which can be employed in (4.29) to find the optimal solution through satisfying all constraints. 
The cost function as discussed in (4.29) generally allows for all control variables to be used. 
In the presence of controllable active power only, when there is an excess of active power, the 
customers either pay to receive this power or are rewarded if delivering power. Thus, it must be 
split non-conservatively by allowing active power flow in both directions. Therefore, this would 
allow the degree of freedom in a situation whereas increasing demand with decreasing generation, 
or decreasing demand with increasing generation. So it is possible to reward if there is increased 
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consumption. In the presence of controllable reactive power, the cost function needs to be 
formulated conservatively. The reason behind this is that both production and consumption of 
reactive power are associated with cost and unlike active power, there is no reward for reactive 
power production. As such, the cost function in equation (4.29) for reactive power can be 
formulated through absolute value. With the absolute value, the objective function is non-linear.  
In the presence of reactive power only, equation (4.29) can be rewritten as in (4.32) 
  ( )  [
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]}        (4.32) 
In the presence of both active and reactive power the cost function can be formulated in 
equation (4.33) 
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]}          (4.33) 
where   is the number of controllable active power into the system. 
Therefore this technique allows a wide variety of cost functions from a simple LP to non-
linear function. An iterative method has been applied, as shown in the flowchart in Figure 4.1, to 
minimize any linearization error from using (4.26). The presented approach converges to an optimal 
solution by recalculating (4.26). The tool will determine the active and reactive power injection or 
absorption from the controllable node that can minimize a specific objective function while 
accomplishing the network operational constraints. 
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Setup input configuration using (4.1)
Start
Generate linear input to output 
mapping using (4.15) 
Generate linear inequality 
constraints using (4.26)
End
Satisfied (4.26)?
Solution display
Compute state estimation 
Yes
No
Define cost function using (4.29)
Formulate inequality constraint of 
constrained variables as in (4.23)  
Constraint on control variables as in 
(4.25)  
 
Figure 4.1 Framework of constraints with optimization 
4.6 Studied Distribution Systems and Simulation Scenario 
4.6.1 Studied Distribution Systems 
The IEEE 13 bus distribution system [90] was used to demonstrate the proposed algorithm as 
the reference test case, with the network topology shown in Figure 4.2. Node 650 is modeled as a 
reference node while all other nodes are constant PQ load. All calculations are performed using per 
unit (p.u.) values, considering base voltage,       = 4.16 KV; base apparent power,       = 5 MVA. 
The load data and p.u calculation will be found in Appendix C. Consequently, the results will also be 
presented in p.u. In this test network, DSM and compensation devices are assumed to be available at 
certain nodes. The switch between nodes 671 and 692 is assumed as being closed. Additionally, the 
following modifications have been made compared to the original reference network as published in 
[90]. 
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1. All branches are based on the positive sequence parameters only, with no parameter 
asymmetry among different phases and the neutral conductor. 
2. All simulations are carried out on a single-phase equivalent circuit model and all three 
phase active and reactive power values are summed as a nodal total. 
3. Mutual inductance has been neglected. 
4. The substation transformer was replaced with its Thevenin equivalent referred to its 
secondary side. 
5. Tap-changing transformer XFM-1 between 633 and 634 has been replaced with an 
equivalent line assuming neutral tap setting. 
 
646 632 633 634
611
684
671
680652
692
650
645
675
 
Figure 4.2 IEEE 13 bus distribution network [90] 
4.6.2 Simulation Scenario 
The following four demonstration scenarios were studied using this test network to 
demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach: 
Scenario 1: The compensation device with controllable reactive power is available at different 
nodes 
Scenario 2: Multiple compensation devices installed at different locations in the network 
Scenario 3: A compensation device and two DSM facilities (e.g. EVs) with controllable active 
power at different nodes 
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Scenario 4: Price bidding scheme of DSM in the presence of a compensation device 
In Scenario 1, four cases are investigated with single compensation devices in the distribution 
network. Scenario 2 discussed the effect of multiple compensation devices on the same network. The 
applicability of the proposed approach is verified with DSM in Scenario 3. The market structure in 
the presence of DSM is demonstrated in Scenario 4. Two cases are considered with three examples 
in each case in this scenario.  
 
4.7 Results and Discussion 
The proposed approach can be used with a wide range of operational constraints e.g. nodal 
voltage, line current etc. Here, for simplicity and to demonstrate the specific relevance of the 
constraints, the presented approach has been verified using only voltage constraints. For all buses, 
the limits of the system’s lower and upper voltages were set to 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u., respectively. 
The presented approach is mainly based on mathematical formulation. The active and reactive power 
at the specified nodes is considered as the controllable parameters. The control variables can 
become any DER and DSM e.g. EVs, battery storage etc. The purpose of the DER and DSM is to 
give technical meaning to the control variables in the mathematical formulation. Based on these 
constraints, the four scenarios mentioned in section 4.6 are investigated in the following sections.  
4.7.1 Scenario 1 
The effectiveness of the proposed approach is evaluated with reactive power control in this 
scenario. For this purpose, a compensation device is installed at any node of the network which is 
capable of sinking and sourcing reactive power. The reason for choosing the compensation device as 
a controllable parameter is due to ease of setup and easier to demonstrate its validity using relatively 
simple but hence intuitively verifiable examples. The location of the compensation device was 
selected as it appears to be a likely choice in a real network management scenario. The compensation 
device does not only influence the voltage at the bus it has been connected to, but also significantly 
affects voltages at other nodes of the network. With respect to voltage, three different main general 
conditions can arise within this network. These are voltage band violations due to under voltage 
(>0.95), voltage band violations due to over voltage (<1.05), and no voltage band violations (0.95-
1.05). In theory, there can also be conditions when under and over voltage related violations occur at 
the same time. But since these are expected to be very rare, the proposed algorithm is demonstrated 
for the above mentioned three conditions only. There are four cases investigated in this scenario, the 
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first three cases are for the above three mentioned conditions with the compensation device at node 
671, and the last case is tested when a compensation device is made available at node 611.  
4.7.1.1 Case-1: Under Voltage Violation 
At first, a case was considered where under voltage violation occurs. The base case for this 
situation has been designed to produce a severe under voltage, with the voltage at all buses as 
shown in Figure 4.3. The base case represents the operational conditions within the network without 
any control. In this figure, the base case voltage is indicated using blue, while red is used to show 
the proposed technique, and the constraint activation using green. Figure 4.3 reveals that the lower 
voltage constraint (0.95) is activated at node 652 using the proposed technique, while all other 
nodes remain within the allowable limit. This indicates that the proposed approach is able to 
mitigate the under voltage problem throughout the network, and capable of determining the minimal 
intervention required to return all nodal voltages to within statutory limits. The controllable reactive 
power compensation device installed at node 671 plays a vital role to eliminate the under voltage 
problem. The compensation device not only is improving the voltage profile at that particular node, 
but has also raised the voltage at the other nodes by optimizing their reactive power contribution. A 
particular node may need to either source or sink reactive power during optimization. Figure 4.4 
illustrates the converging set-point of the controllable reactive power at node 671 in the different 
iteration steps of the optimization. The horizontal axis in Figure 4.4 represents the number of 
iterations (iteration no 0 refers to the base case) required to converge to the optimal solution, while 
the vertical axis displays the per unit controllable reactive power sourcing/sinking of the 
compensation device at the particular node. From Figure 4.4, the optimized reactive power is 
negative (load indexed positively); the reason for this is that the proposed approach calculates that 
this node needs to source more reactive power to maintain the entire network’s voltage within the 
allowable limits. Initially, this particular node is sinking (represented by positive) 0.132 p.u. 
reactive power. At that time, according to this technique, reactive power must be sourced, rather 
than sunk, to return the voltage level to between 0.95 and 1.05 p.u. After this adjustment, a 
simulation is run to evaluate the likely impact of the updated reactive power set-point on the 
network’s operational state. Furthermore, the solution to this simulation, which is assumed to lie 
closer to the optimum solution, is then used to generate an updated linearization and to re-state the 
capacity constraining equality constraints. Repeating this process allows the optimization to 
converge into its final solution quickly, which in this case is 0.198 p.u. reactive power to manage 
the voltage limits of the whole network.  
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Figure 4.3 Bus voltage profile for under voltage violation with compensation device at node 671 
 
Figure 4.4 Optimized reactive power at node 671 
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Figure 4.5 Voltage convergence property with iteration at node 652 
Another key point is the low number of iterations needed for this technique to converge to the 
optimum state which returns all nodal voltages to within the required voltage band. To illustrate this, 
not only with the allocated reactive power at node 671, but also with the voltage values at nodes 
within the network, Figure 4.5 shows the convergence property of the voltage at node 652. It is 
observed from Figure 4.5 that the approach presented in this thesis reached the tolerable voltage 
magnitude in the third iteration. With 3-4 iterations, we believe the more efficient end of the 
spectrum is reached. Heuristic techniques, which are one of the most popular types of optimization 
techniques in problems with complex constraint and control variable setups, require a huge number 
of power flow analyzes in order to evaluate a given solution candidate and to follow their essentially 
trial-and-error approach. Even most gradient descent approaches use sampling to establish the 
sensitivities between control variables and constrained operational parameters in complex scenarios. 
With the presented approach these sensitivities are established analytically without the need for a re-
run of the analysis. We therefore believe that it is fair to state that this approach is extremely efficient 
in respect to processing even without demonstrating a comprehensive comparison in this thesis. This 
demonstrates an advantage of using the proposed technique of classical constrained optimization 
using linear inequality constraints, representing capacity constraints and generated using a linearized 
network model, over heuristic methods that may need 80-100 iterations to arrive at the solution [114-
116]. Furthermore, the aim of the objective function is to minimize the cost of the system with all 
constraints observed to get the optimal solution. The cost function value for each iteration during 
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optimization is listed in Table 4.1. The cost of reactive power compensation at node 671 has been set 
to $0.2/p.u. From the table, the final cost function is 0.1188, which is achieved on the third iteration. 
Table 4.1 Cost function value of control variable for under voltage violation 
Iteration no 
Price of Q at node 671 
($/p.u) 
Cost function 
value 
1 
0.2 
0.088 
2 0.1182 
3 0.1188 
4 0.1188 
5 0.1188 
 
4.7.1.2 Case-2: Over Voltage Violation 
This section demonstrates the proposed technique in a situation with an over voltage violation. 
The bus voltage profile of the network is shown in Figure 4.6. Like the previous case, the 
compensation device is installed at node 671. As indicated in green in Figure 4.6, the upper voltage 
constraint (1.05) is activated at node 652, and the voltage of all the other nodes remains within the 
permissible range. It takes four iterations to converge the optimal solution. Unlike the previous 
scenario, the available compensation device at node 671 sinks some reactive power to bring back the 
voltage of all buses within the permissible limit. The final cost function value is 0.114 when the price 
of reactive power at node 671 is kept the same as Case-1.  
 
Figure 4.6 Bus voltage profile for over voltage violation with compensation device at node 671 
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4.7.1.3 Case-3: No Violation 
As avoiding unnecessary activation is a key feature of a deployable network management 
system, the third situation demonstrates this unnecessary behaviour using the proposed technique 
when there is no voltage band violation throughout the network. No voltage constraint is reached at 
any node of the network, and hence all the voltages remain within the permissible limits as in 
Figure 4.7. The voltage at all buses is the same in both the base case and when the proposed 
technique is applied to under and over voltage cases. The compensation device continues to idle 
because no change is needed to correct the network state. As a result, there is no cost function 
associated with this scenario.  
 
Figure 4.7 Bus voltage profile for no violation with compensation device at node 671 
4.7.1.4 Case-4: Compensation Device Installed at node 611 
The presented technique is able to manage the network voltage using controllable reactive 
power at node 671. It also needs to explore the capability of this technique if the controllable 
parameter is situated anywhere in the network. To do this, the last case of this scenario is the 
situation when a compensation device is installed at node 611. As previously, three different main 
general conditions such as under violation, over violation and no violation can arise within this 
network. Figure 4.8 shows the results for the voltage profile of the network in the presence of under 
violation. From the figure, the violation is mitigated with the proposed technique. The lower voltage 
constraint is activated (green color) at node 675 in this scenario, while the rest of nodes satisfied the 
constraint limits. It is noted that the lower voltage constraint is activated at node 652 in Case-1, 
whilst activated at node 675 in that case. This is because of the type and locations of activated 
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constraints depending on a number of factors. The controllable devices are connected at different 
locations during power flow of the network. In addition, this is a function of the consequence of the 
interaction of that specific network with the controllable device that has been assumed to be there. 
Hence, the activation of constraint happens automatically. This ability to realize the type and 
location of the limiting operational constraint, even when far away from the controllable devices, it 
what sets the presented approach to capacity constrained state optimization apart from approaches 
based on local control strategies, implemented in individual devices and only considering local 
measurements and observations. 
The optimized reactive power of the compensation device is depicted in Figure 4.9. From 
Figure 4.9, the compensation device is sourcing more reactive power to maintain the entire 
network’s voltage within the allowable limit. The voltage convergence property of node 675 is 
shown in Figure 4.10, where the acceptable voltage magnitude is achieved in the fourth iteration. 
The over voltage violation and no violation conditions can also be explained with the same location 
of the compensation device. Like Case-2 and Case-3, the same behavior appeared for under voltage 
violation and no violation conditions. Due to that the result of those situations are not presented 
here. Therefore, only under voltage violation will be considered in the remainder of this thesis. The 
controllable compensation device would start source/sink reactive power when this is necessary. 
The main achievement of this approach is that the reactive power starts working only when 
necessary. It is clearly seen that the presented approach prevents the network from over and under 
voltage conditions. 
 
Figure 4.8 Bus voltage profile for under voltage violation with compensation device at node 611 
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Figure 4.9 Optimized reactive power at node 611 
 
Figure 4.10 Voltage convergence property with iteration at node 675 
4.7.2 Scenario 2 
The proposed approach is working properly using single reactive power control. It is also 
necessary to investigate from a multiple reactive power control perspective. For that purpose, two 
compensation devices are installed at nodes 645 and 671. The location of both devices is selected in 
such a way that, the compensation device at node 645 is installed in the upper part of the network, 
while the lower part will be covered by the compensation device at 671. The voltage profile of the 
network is illustrated in Figure 4.11 for the under voltage violation situation. The lower voltage 
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constraint is activated at nodes 634 and 652 indicated by green color. The voltage of the entire 
network is within acceptable limits.  
The optimized reactive power of both compensation devices is depicted in Figure 4.12. From 
the figure, the compensation device at node 645 is sinking reactive power, whereas 671 is sourcing 
more reactive power to bring back all nodal voltage in the permissible range.  
 
Figure 4.11 Bus voltage profile for under voltage violation with two compensation devices at nodes 
645 and 671 
 
Figure 4.12 Optimized reactive power at nodes 645 and 671 
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4.7.3 Scenario 3 
The proposed approach successfully manages the voltage constraints throughout the entire 
network using reactive power control, as described in the previous scenario. It is also possible to 
manage the voltage constraints in the presence of DSM, i.e. with the control of EVs or storage. The 
active power needs to be included as a control variable in the system for DSM.  
A scenario was considered where the EVs are available to the network, in addition to the 
compensation device already discussed in the previous case. The compensation device remains 
installed at node 671 along with the two available EVs at nodes 645 and 675. The EVs are capable 
of sinking active power in an intervals from zero to the maximum power. The EVs are treated as a 
consumer at this particular node. It is worth mentioning that the cost function in the presented 
approach generally rewards if the active power is being sourced to the network and penalized when 
sinking the active power from the network. The reward of the cost function refers to negative cost 
as explained in (4.33). The voltage profile of the network is shown in Figure 4.13. The lower 
voltage band constraint is activated at node 646 while the voltage of other nodes satisfies the 
constraint. The compensation device at node 671 sources reactive power to bring back the network 
voltage within the allowable limit as recorded in Table 4.2. The EVs sink active power once the 
compensation device reaches its maximum value. Or stated differently, the presented technique 
determines that no charging can be allowed unless voltage values are returned to within required 
limits. Using the available reactive power sources is an economical way to support charging by the 
EVs, balancing available reactive power with the allowable charging active power to allow for the 
maximum charging power possible under the given constraints. This is an essential capability of a 
network management system and demonstrates the cross-domain applicability of the presented 
technique. The amount of active power sunk by both EVs is given in Table 4.2. From the table, the 
compensation device at node 671 is sourcing its maximum reactive power first to activate the 
transfer. Afterwards, the EV at node 645 is sinking 0.39p.u of active power, while EVs at node 675 
are sinking 0.148p.u to bring the voltage of all nodes within allowable limits. 
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Figure 4.13 Bus voltage profile for scenario 3 
Table 4.2Active and reactive power sharing at controllable nodes for scenario 3 
Sink active power, P (p.u) Source Reactive 
power (Q) at node 
671 (p.u) node 645 node 675 
0.39 0.148 0.4 
 
4.7.4 Scenario 4 
The last scenario presented is the demonstration of the applicability of the presented technique 
to a market structure with more complex price bidding scheme. Two cases will be discussed under 
this scenario. In Case-1, two consumers have controllable active power at nodes 645 and 675, and a 
compensation device is placed at node 671. The location of consumers with controllable active 
power is changed in Case-2 while the compensation device remains in the same location.  
4.7.4.1 Case-1: Controllable Active Power at nodes 645 and 675, and Controllable 
Reactive power at node 671 
The controllable active power for both consumers has been set with an interval between zero 
and 0.45 p.u to represent the EVs. The controllable reactive power of the compensation device at 
node 671 is set to 0.4 p.u. Three examples have been considered to demonstrate the price bidding 
scheme, as shown in Table 4.3. From this table, it is assumed that both consumers are willing to pay 
one dollar p.u. in example-A. The price of reactive power has been set to be lower than the active 
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power because the reactive power compensation device is cheaper than supplying active power. 
Thus, the approach will prioritize the transfer of reactive power. This leads to the behaviour as 
shown by example-A in Figure 4.14. The consumer at node 645 is receiving 0.39 p.u. of active 
power, which is almost 86.7% of its maximum capacity. The consumer at node 675 is receiving 
only 0.148 p.u. of active power, which is 32.9% of that required. From Figure 4.2, it can be seen 
that node 675 is located at the far end of the network. Thus, the consumer at this point will not 
receive the desired power. This behavior is a consequence of the linear cost function where power 
delivery to all consumers is evaluated equally, thus the optimizer trying to maximize overall power 
delivery. 
Table 4.3 Bidding price of consumers 
Example 
Active power price ($/p.u) Reactive power 
price at node 671 
($/p.u) Node 645 Node 675 
A 1 1 0.2 
B 1 0.7 0.2 
C 0.7 1 0.2 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Active and reactive power allocation at controllable nodes for Case-1 in Scenario 4 
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A different situation is illustrated by example-B in the same figure. This is the active power 
allocation considering the network operator is allowing consumers to compete for the available 
transfer capacity by bidding at different prices for their power delivery. In this particular example, It 
is assumed that the consumer at node 645 is willing to pay a significantly higher price for the 
delivery of active power than the consumer at node 675 (see Table 4.3). It is clear from the figure 
that node 645 is taking its maximum power while node 675 is getting only 18.8% (0.085p.u) of its 
required power. Example-C in the figure is also showing the same phenomenon where the 
consumer at node 675 is getting the maximum power as it offers more money than the other. The 
cost function value for all three examples is listed in Table 4.4. From the table, the overall cost 
function value is higher when both consumers are bidding the same price. 
Table 4.4 Cost function value of control variables for Case-1 in scenario 4 
Example Cost function value 
A 0.327 
B 0.239 
C 0.245 
 
4.7.4.2 Case-2: Controllable Active Power at nodes 634 and 652, and Controllable 
Reactive power at node 671 
The location of both EVs is changed in this case. Three examples have been investigated by 
putting two EVs at nodes 634 and 652 with a compensation device at node 671 in the same network. 
Both consumers have controllable active power from zero to 0.35p.u and the compensation device 
has controllable reactive power between zero and 0.4p.u. Example-D in Figure 4.15 is a situation 
where both consumers are offering the same price, like example-A in previous case. From Figure 
4.15, the consumer at node 634 is getting its expected power while the consumer at node 652 is 
getting only 23.4% (0.082p.u) of its desired power as it is located at the end of the network. In 
example-E, the consumer at node 634 is taking maximum power as it is offering a higher price than 
the other one. The other consumer is almost cut out. This is because the price being offered by the 
consumer at node 652 does not even justify the activation of reactive power support by node 671 to 
enable the transfer. In example-F, the consumer at node 652 is getting near its maximum power as it 
offers more money than the other but the price offered by the customer at 634 still justifies the 
activation of the reactive power compensation device.  
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These extreme cases pose a question for which there is no purely technical answer. In both 
extreme examples either everybody is forced to bid at the same price or has the ability to outbid 
others, likely leading to concerns about the fairness of the allocation. Everybody being forced to bid 
at the same price will lead to a technically optimal allocation, but not necessarily to the 
economically optimal allocation. The other extreme will arguably lead to the economically optimal 
allocation, which can clearly be seen not to be the technically optimal one in most cases. A 
discussion is therefore required on how society and consumers want the network to behave, what an 
acceptable concept of fairness in the presence of network capacity constraints will look like, and 
how to codify this in mathematical terms. This is beyond this paper, which is on presenting a 
technique that allows such systems to be implemented and operated at computational costs superior 
to often used heuristic approaches. 
 
Figure 4.15 Active and reactive power allocation at controllable nodes for Case-2 in scenario 4 
 
4.8 Summary 
In this chapter, a general technique for the realization of capacity constrained network state 
optimization, intended for use in real-time network-oriented energy management systems, has been 
described and demonstrated in a number of different, plausible, scenarios. The Jacobian matrix was 
used to linearize the system and the linearization map developed from input towards output 
mapping. It is shown how the inverse matrix of the Jacobian does not exist if the input vector is not 
exactly defined. To eliminate this drawback, pseudo-inverse matrix has been employed from the 
SVD instead of the inverse matrix. It demonstrated how capacity constraining limits on operational 
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parameters of individual network elements can be mapped onto an almost arbitrary set of control 
variables using the linearization technique. The linear cost function has been used for active power 
optimization while the non-linear function is used for reactive power optimization through absolute 
value. Therefore, the general approach is applicable to a much wider range of objective functions 
including simple linear function to the non-linear objective function. Furthermore, the proposed 
autonomous management system is facilitated to price bidding scheme among different consumers 
in the network and its impact from the social and economic aspects was discussed.  It has been 
demonstrated that the arrival of autonomous network management systems raises questions beyond 
mere practicality and viability of solutions, but there is a need for discussion and mathematical 
codification of social concepts such as fairness.  
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Chapter 5 Modeling of Controllability Analysis 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The operational conditions of DS have changed due to widespread adoption of DG and DSM. 
Hence, the operational parameters of the entire network or some part of the network are put at risk 
outside of their safe operational limits. To address this issue an automated management system has 
been developed, as presented in Chapter 4. In the developed approach, an external control action is 
performed to manage the network by using the network’s existing utilization. The operational 
parameters (e.g. nodal voltage) of the network in the developed management system are being 
controllable with the available control variables. However, some operational parameters (with 
constrained) of the distribution network may not be controllable with the installed control variables. 
If so, the control variables are not capable of bringing the operational parameters within safe 
operational limits. Consequently, the optimizer cannot find a feasible solution if the constrained 
operational parameters are not controllable with the control variables. According to the control 
theory, a system is controllable with a suitable choice of inputs, if it can be driven from an initial 
state to any desired final state within a finite time [117, 118]. A controllability analysis is useful in 
designing the control action. The controllability analysis ensures whether or not the variations of 
relevant operational parameters of the given network are controllable with the available control 
variables in order to control the system into a feasible solution.  
The controllability analysis would give the decision of whether or not available control 
variables allow changing the value of operational parameters to specific values without other 
influences. In addition, all constrained operational parameters need to be observable. The reason is 
that a meaningful control is impossible without knowing the current value of an operational 
parameter. For the controllability analysis, a sensitivity analysis is carried out for the variation of 
operational parameters to the control variables. The presence of zero sensitivity of all constrained 
operational parameters to the available control variables indicates that the system is non-
controllable. This is because the constrained operational parameters are not responsive to change of 
the available control variables. Hence, a system is said to be fully controllable when all the 
constrained operational parameters that contain non-zero sensitivity to the control variables are also 
observable. The controllability analysis is conducted before optimization. Thus, this step allows 
identifying uncontrollable constrained operational parameters and excluding them from the list of 
constraints handled by the optimizer.  
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This chapter will investigate whether or not the constrained operational parameter of any node 
is controllable with available control variables in the network.  
 
5.2 Proposed Method for Controllability Analysis 
The following steps are followed to analyze the controllability of a network. 
Step-1: State estimation described in Chapter 3 is used to estimate the system state of the 
network.  
Step-2: The observability analysis is performed. If any part of the network is unobservable, 
there is no way of knowing what is happening in that part. The pseudo measurement 
is required in the unobservable part to make that part observable. All operational 
parameters and controllable parameters are required to be constrained to ensure the 
feasibility region to be closed. 
Step-3: A linear map between input vector and constrained operational parameters is 
established using (4.15). The linear map is redefined as (5.1) where all notations are 
described in Chapter 4.  
   ( )    ( )   
 ( ) (5.1) 
             The linear map represents the sensitivity matrix of all constrained parameters to the 
input vector. In the linear map matrix, each row represents one constrained parameter 
element (e.g. the nodal voltage of the corresponding node) and each column 
represents input vector element. Elements of the input vector are either constant or 
controllable.  
Step-4: The matrix is reduced to the corresponding control parameters   columns only. Then 
the equation (5.1) can be stated as in (5.2) 
   ( )    ( )   
 ( ) (5.2) 
Step-5: Perform the sensitivity analysis of (5.2) by verifying whether or not the individual 
parameters corresponding to each row have zero sensitivity to the control vector. Any 
operational parameters of the system are controllable with the control parameters if 
and only if there is the non-zero sensitivity of the corresponding row in the matrix. On 
the other hand, constrained parameters having only zero elements in the 
corresponding row of the linear map matrix obviously have zero sensitivity to the 
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control variables. Therefore, the operational parameters are not controllable with the 
available control variables. 
To improve readability, a flowchart of the above algorithm is presented in Figure 5.1. 
Start
Construct control variable to constrained 
parameter linear mapping 
Compute state estimation
Observable
Constraint controllable parameters with 
operational parameters of the systems 
Check the sensitivity of the linear system 
model for all operational parameters to 
the available control variables
Perform observability analysis
No
End
No
Yes
controllable
Zero sensitivity
Non-controllable
Yes
 
Figure 5.1 Algorithm for controllability analysis 
 
5.3 Studied Distribution Network and Simulation Scenario 
5.3.1 Studied Distribution Systems 
The proposed method is applied to a 29 bus reference distribution network [112]. The network 
is divided into two main feeders (Feeder 1 and Feeder 2) as shown in Figure 5.2. Each feeder is 
considered to be located in different regions namely Region-1 and Region-2. All the nodes 
belonging to an individual feeder are relocated in their respective regions as marked in Figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.2 29 bus distribution system [112] 
5.3.2 Simulation Scenario 
The following two scenarios are considered to demonstrate the proposed controllability 
analysis. 
Scenario 1: Controllable parameters in Region-1: active power at nodes 5 and 9, reactive 
power at node 7. Controllable parameters in Region-2: active power at nodes 19, 
23 and 28, reactive power at nodes 15 and 21 as indicated in Figure 5.2. 
Scenario 2: Controllable parameters are available in only one region (Region-1 or Region-2). 
 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
The nodal voltage is considered as an operational parameter of the network. The active and 
reactive power at any node is taken into account as the control variables of the corresponding node. 
Based on these assumptions, two cases mentioned in Section 5.3.1 are examined in the following 
sections. 
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5.4.1 Scenario 1 
The controllable parameters are assumed to be available in both feeders as shown in Figure 
5.2. The controllable parameters are a combination of active and reactive power. The linear map 
matrix of the corresponding control variables is presented in Table 5.1. For better observation, the 
linear map matrix component of Table 5.1 can be split into four blocks as indicated in Figure 5.3. In 
this figure, the first block contains the sensitivity of nodal voltages in Feeder 1 to the control 
variables in Feeder 1. The second block contains the sensitivity of nodal voltages in Feeder 1 
towards control variables in Feeder 2. Following this, the third block contains the sensitivity of 
nodal voltages in Feeder 2 to the control variables in Feeder 1 and the fourth block contains the 
sensitivity of nodal voltages in Feeder 2 to the control variables in Feeder 2.  
According to Figure 5.3, the red color in Table 5.1 represents the first block which has all 
non-zero values. It indicates the control variables in Feeder 1 can influence nodal voltage of all 
corresponding nodes in Feeder 1. The second block is indicated by purple color which has all zero 
elements implying that the controllable loads do not change the voltages corresponding to the rows. 
In the same way, the third block (black color) has only zero elements. Likewise, the fourth block 
highlighted by blue color has non-zero values. The value of Table 5.1 can be summarised as in 
Figure 5.4. From that figure, all rows have a non-zero value. Therefore, the voltage of all nodes is 
controllable with the existing control variables.  
In the following scenario, some of the controllable parameters are removed from Region-2 
while all controllable parameters are still available in Region-1. For example, the controllable active 
power from nodes 19 and 23, and reactive power from node 21 are discontinued. The resultant 
matrix of the linear map is presented in Table 5.2. In the same way that the first and fourth blocks 
still have non-zero values, and second and third blocks contain zero elements only. As a result, all 
corresponding rows have non-zero sensitivity. Therefore, the voltage of the entire network is 
controllable with available control variables. This is also true if some control variables are removed 
from Feeder 1. 
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Table 5.1 Linear map matrix component for scenario 1 
 
Corresponding 
node 
Corresponding column of 
Control variables in Feeder 
1 
Corresponding column of Control variables 
in Feeder 2 
 
Active power  
Reactive 
power 
Active power Reactive power 
 
P5 P9 Q7 P19 P23 P28 Q15 Q21 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
infeed to 
reference bus 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
 in Feeder 1 
2 0.0342 0.0354 0.0125 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0.0799 0.0827 0.0369 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0.0798 0.0827 0.0368 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0.1151 0.0828 0.0367 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0.115 0.0828 0.0367 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0.0807 0.1406 0.0663 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0.081 0.1747 0.0666 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0.0813 0.2087 0.0668 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0.0814 0.2088 0.0668 0 0 0 0 0 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
in Feeder 2 
11 0 0 0 0.0251 0.0257 0.0263 0.02184 0.022 
12 0 0 0 0.0799 0.0808 0.0822 0.0362 0.0366 
13 0 0 0 0.0798 0.0809 0.0821 0.0362 0.0366 
14 0 0 0 0.0906 0.0809 0.0823 0.0455 0.0367 
15 0 0 0 0.1047 0.081 0.0823 0.058 0.0367 
16 0 0 0 0.2046 0.0814 0.0826 0.0582 0.0368 
17 0 0 0 0.2048 0.0814 0.0827 0.0583 0.0369 
18 0 0 0 0.2047 0.0814 0.0826 0.0584 0.0368 
19 0 0 0 0.2397 0.0814 0.0826 0.0583 0.0369 
20 0 0 0 0.0802 0.0971 0.0993 0.0364 0.0888 
21 0 0 0 0.0805 0.1096 0.1132 0.0365 0.1616 
22 0 0 0 0.0807 0.1212 0.126 0.0366 0.1621 
23 0 0 0 0.0808 0.2209 0.126 0.0366 0.1621 
24 0 0 0 0.0806 0.1214 0.1262 0.0367 0.1623 
25 0 0 0 0.0808 0.1214 0.1262 0.0366 0.1624 
26 0 0 0 0.0811 0.1217 0.1881 0.0368 0.1628 
27 0 0 0 0.0812 0.1219 0.1999 0.0368 0.16309 
28 0 0 0 0.0814 0.1221 0.2111 0.0368 0.1632 
29 0 0 0 0.0816 0.1221 0.2112 0.0366 0.1633 
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Figure 5.3 Linear map matrix in the presence of control vector in both feeders 
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Figure 5.4 Linear map matrix of Table 5.1 
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Table 5.2 Linear map matrix component for Scenario 1 when some control variables are removed 
from Feeder 2 
 
Corresponding 
node 
Corresponding column of 
control variables in Feeder 
1 
Corresponding 
column of control 
variables in Feeder 2 
 
Active power  
Reactive 
power 
Active 
power 
Reactive 
power 
 
P5 P9 Q7 P28 Q15 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
infeed to 
reference bus 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
 in Feeder 1 
2 0.0342 0.0354 0.0125 0 0 
3 0.0799 0.0827 0.0369 0 0 
4 0.0798 0.0827 0.0368 0 0 
5 0.1151 0.0828 0.0367 0 0 
6 0.115 0.0828 0.0367 0 0 
7 0.0807 0.1406 0.0663 0 0 
8 0.081 0.1747 0.0666 0 0 
9 0.0813 0.2087 0.0668 0 0 
10 0.0814 0.2088 0.0668 0 0 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
in Feeder 2 
11 0 0 0 0.0263 0.02184 
12 0 0 0 0.0822 0.0362 
13 0 0 0 0.0821 0.0362 
14 0 0 0 0.0823 0.0455 
15 0 0 0 0.0823 0.058 
16 0 0 0 0.0826 0.0582 
17 0 0 0 0.0827 0.0583 
18 0 0 0 0.0826 0.0584 
19 0 0 0 0.0826 0.0583 
20 0 0 0 0.0993 0.0364 
21 0 0 0 0.1132 0.0365 
22 0 0 0 0.126 0.0366 
23 0 0 0 0.126 0.0366 
24 0 0 0 0.1262 0.0367 
25 0 0 0 0.1262 0.0366 
26 0 0 0 0.1881 0.0368 
27 0 0 0 0.1999 0.0368 
28 0 0 0 0.2111 0.0368 
29 0 0 0 0.2112 0.0366 
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5.4.2 Scenario 2 
In the previous scenario, control variables were available in both feeders. It is also important 
to investigate if the control variables are installed only in one feeder. To do this, all control 
variables of Feeder 1 in Scenario 1 are assumed to be available and there is no control variable in 
Feeder 2. The linear map matrix is listed in Table 5.3. For visualization purposes, the linear map 
matrix components of Table 5.3 are split into two blocks as per Figure 5.5. Unlike Figure 5.3, there 
are two blocks as there are no control variables in Feeder 2. In the figure, the first block highlighted 
by red color contains the sensitivity of nodal voltages in Feeder 1 to the controllable parameters in 
Feeder 1. The second block (blue color) represents the sensitivity of voltages in Feeder 2 towards 
controllable parameters in Feeder 1. It can be seen that the first block has all non-zero values. 
Therefore, the control variables can influence the voltage of all nodes in Feeder 1. On the other 
hand, the second block only has zero elements in the row corresponding to Feeder 2 voltage. This 
means the available control variables cannot influence the nodal voltages in Feeder 2 at all and it is 
not controllable. Hence, the available control variables that are in Feeder 1 are not capable of 
managing the voltage in the case of any violation occurring in Feeder 2.  
The same phenomena are observed when the control variables are installed in Feeder 2 only. 
The linear map is shown in Table 5.4. The first block is full of zero elements. Therefore, Feeder 1 is 
not controllable with control variables set point in Feeder 2. Though it was demonstrated for nodal 
voltage only, the proposed approach can be used with a wide range of operational constraints e.g. 
nodal voltage, line current etc.  
 
First block
Second block
 
Figure 5.5 Linear map matrix in the presence of control vector in Feeder 1 
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Table 5.3 Linear map matrix component for scenario 2 with control variables install in Feeder 1 
 
Corresponding 
node 
Corresponding column of 
controllable variables in Feeder 
1 
 
Active power 
Reactive 
power 
 
P5 P9 Q7 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
infeed to 
reference bus 
1 0 0 0 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
in 
 Feeder 1 
2 0.0342 0.0354 0.0125 
3 0.0799 0.0827 0.0369 
4 0.0798 0.0827 0.0368 
5 0.1151 0.0828 0.0367 
6 0.115 0.0828 0.0367 
7 0.0807 0.1406 0.0663 
8 0.081 0.1747 0.0666 
9 0.0813 0.2087 0.0668 
10 0.0814 0.2088 0.0668 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
in Feeder 2 
11 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 
17 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 
21 0 0 0 
22 0 0 0 
23 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 
25 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
27 0 0 0 
28 0 0 0 
29 0 0 0 
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Table 5.4 Linear map matrix component for scenario 2 with control variables install in Feeder 2 
 
Corresponding 
node 
Corresponding column of controllable 
variables in Feeder 2 
 
Active power  Reactive power 
 
P19 P23 P28 Q15 Q21 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
infeed to 
reference bus 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
Corresponding  
row of voltage 
in Feeder 1 
2 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 0 
Corresponding 
row of voltage 
in Feeder 2 
11 0.0251 0.0257 0.0263 0.02184 0.022 
12 0.0799 0.0808 0.0822 0.0362 0.0366 
13 0.0798 0.0809 0.0821 0.0362 0.0366 
14 0.0906 0.0809 0.0823 0.0455 0.0367 
15 0.1047 0.081 0.0823 0.058 0.0367 
16 0.2046 0.0814 0.0826 0.0582 0.0368 
17 0.2048 0.0814 0.0827 0.0583 0.0369 
18 0.2047 0.0814 0.0826 0.0584 0.0368 
19 0.2397 0.0814 0.0826 0.0583 0.0369 
20 0.0802 0.0971 0.0993 0.0364 0.0888 
21 0.0805 0.1096 0.1132 0.0365 0.1616 
22 0.0807 0.1212 0.126 0.0366 0.1621 
23 0.0808 0.2209 0.126 0.0366 0.1621 
24 0.0806 0.1214 0.1262 0.0367 0.1623 
25 0.0808 0.1214 0.1262 0.0366 0.1624 
26 0.0811 0.1217 0.1881 0.0368 0.1628 
27 0.0812 0.1219 0.1999 0.0368 0.16309 
28 0.0814 0.1221 0.2111 0.0368 0.1632 
29 0.0816 0.1221 0.2112 0.0366 0.1633 
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5.5 Summary 
The approach to analyze the controllability of a distribution system is proposed in this 
chapter. This approach is based on the linear map system model and the controllability depends on 
the sensitivity as indicated in the linearized system model matrix. The controllability ensures 
whether or not there are effective means for controlling constrained variables to achieve the 
operational parameter being within allowable limits. It is found that this approach can determine the 
capability of available control variables to manage the relevant parts of a system. 
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Chapter 6 Modeling of Interdependency 
 
6.1 Introduction 
In addition to monitoring toward the automation, one of the challenges we face is handling 
interdependencies that exist within the optimization problem and realizing how the 
interdependencies are possibly competing for capacity or how they possibly could be increasing the 
utilization of capacity. On top of the optimization problem, getting interdependency is a crucial 
element towards being able to construct network automation. For that purpose, it is important to 
need interdependence and this chapter will highlight how to formulate the interdependence. 
Although technical conditions that introduce interdependencies amongst available control variables 
do not widely exist in DS yet, it is expected that the ability to handle huge numbers of, even 
conflicting, interdependencies will be a crucial element of future active distribution grid systems. 
Such interdependency can for example, be required to adequately include regulated pro-rata load 
and generation curtailment schemes, the control of possibly installed back-to-back systems, as well 
as externally negotiated peer-to-peer energy transfer requests into an overall network capacity-
constrained state optimization. In all of these scenarios, control variables usually assumed to be 
independent in OPF systems, are entered into interdependencies by technical constraints, regulatory 
constraints or market clearing rules. 
For the sake of the argument, the general approach as to how to formulate interdependencies 
amongst control variables and include them in a network capacity constrained state optimization 
will be illustrated on a theoretical electronic device between two feeders. The electronic device 
could be a back-to-back converter installed in parallel with an open sectionalizer to manage power 
flow within adjacent feeder. The installed device shifts load from one feeder to the other in case of 
one of the feeders being overloaded to maintain all the operational parameters within their 
permissible constraints and to mitigate the overload problem. Thus, interdependency is formed 
among the operational parameters on either side of the back-to-back system, linked to the load 
transferred by the installed device. The amount of load transferred between the two feeders is 
contingent on this interdependency and, for the purpose of simulation or optimization, the active 
power balances of both connected nodes cannot be set independently. Therefore, it can be 
concluded qualitatively that one is the consequence of the other, which gives rise to a constrained 
mathematical optimization problem to solve. The constrained optimization problem may have 
several solutions that can simultaneously satisfy all the constraints. However, only the optimal 
solution must be chosen with respect to the constraints and the objective function. Thus, an 
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optimization technique is employed for this purpose. The amount of load needing to be transferred 
depends on the formulated objective function and involved constraints. The optimization technique 
would choose not to activate the interdependent control variables if no overload arises.  
This chapter discusses how interdependencies between control variables can be modelled in a 
distribution network state optimization scheme. It also investigates the impact of the 
interdependence on the optimization problem. The linear inequality constraints are generated from 
the constraints defined on a set of operational parameters for an arbitrary set of control variables. 
These control variables may include virtual control variables, defined to mathematically model the 
combined impact of technical control variables that are in interdependency. An objective function is 
subsequently adopted for the optimization, which finds the optimal solution from an array of 
possible solutions. 
 
6.2 Concept of Interdependence 
There are a range of scenarios that can introduce interdependencies between control variables, 
such as power sharing between multiple generators, synchronization between a generator and a load 
at a different node (e.g. in the SyncFuel project [119]) or requested energy transfers through the 
managed network segment. To illustrate the concept behind the modeling of interdependencies a 
simple hypothetical system with a back-to-back converter system connecting two adjacent feeders 
will be used in this thesis, while the introduced mathematical concepts can be applied to a wider 
range of scenarios. Consider a DN with two parallel feeders as shown in Figure 6.1. Assume that a 
hypothetical power electronic device, which could be a back-to-back converter, is installed in 
parallel to an open sectionalizer between the two feeders. The installed device can transfer active 
power in either direction between the feeders, e.g. to mitigate an overload that might arise in one of 
the feeders. The amount of load transferred by the installed device depends on the load condition of 
both feeders. Since the power transferred by this device is absorbed from one and injected into the 
other feeder, the apparent control variables at both feeders become interdependent. The 
interdependence between control variables can be modelled as equality constraints to represent that 
in the optimization problem. Within the control space in the equality constraint that introduce the 
hyper-plane to represent the interdependencies. 
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Figure 6.1 Conceptual diagram of interdependence between two feeders 
The equality constraints are defined on all control variables which ensures the formation of a 
closed hyper-cube in the control space. Each control variable corresponds to one dimension in the 
space. A hyper-cube corresponds to a rectangle in two dimensions and in three dimensions it is a 
cube. It is possible to illustrate a hyper-cube in four dimensions or more by the same concept. 
Examples of interdependence are given below. 
6.2.1 Illustrative Example 
Figure 6.2 illustrates an example with three constrained operational parameters and two 
controllable parameters. With the three constrained operational parameters spanning the three-
dimensional space in Figure 6.2, and the constraints being allowable value intervals defined on each 
constrained operational parameter individually, the feasible region forms a hyper-cube within the 
hosting space. In addition to the feasible region of the constrained operational parameters, Figure 
6.2 also includes a depiction of the mapping of the two-dimensional control space into the three-
dimensional space spanned by the three constrained operational parameters. This image of the 
control space itself is two-dimensional and may or may not intersect with the feasible region. 
Furthermore, the intersection might lie within a part of the image that corresponds to control 
variable values that are outside the available range of the control variables. In a more concrete 
example assume that the constrained operational parameters correspond to voltages at three 
different nodes of the network and the active power    and    act as control variables in Feeders 1 
and 2 respectively, which are independently controllable. Two different scenarios can be found 
from the figure. The first is a situation where the network is lightly loaded. During that time, the 
network does not necessarily face a constraint violation as the control variables have sufficient 
range to maintain the operational state within the defined constraints.  
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The second scenario is a situation where the operational constraints will be violated due to the 
range of the available control variables not allowing to maintain the system state within the defined 
constraints. This can represent a network under nearly loaded conditions. Assume that only active 
power is transferred in this scenario. A feasible solution can be found if and only if the image of the 
control variable range intersects with the hyper-cube enclosing the feasible region as illustrated in 
Figure 6.2. Thus all possible combinations of active power within the range of the control variables 
that are acceptable under the constraints are within the cube. Numerous solutions can be found in 
the intersection area. All solutions will satisfy the constraints and are equal solutions to the defined 
constraint satisfaction problem. An optimization technique can be employed to choose from these 
solutions and to obtain the optimal solution, optimal to some defined metric. Thus, this technique 
will also discuss the optimization problem as well as the constraint satisfaction problem. If the 
rectangle/square does not intersect with the cube, no feasible solution can be found as shown in 
Figure 6.3.  
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Figure 6.2 Three operational constraints with two available control variables where a feasible 
solution is found 
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Figure 6.3 Three operational constraints with two available control variables where a feasible 
solution is not found 
Among the feasible solutions based on two independent control variables, only the ones 
satisfying the additional equality constraint can be implemented. If both independent control 
variables (   and   ) are brought into a lockstep, the functional relationship forces the control 
variables to stay in a linear relationship. As a result, interdependence will be formed among them. 
That means within this plan both control variables are limited to a certain combination but the 
external link existing between them forces them onto a straight line (green dotted line in Figure 6.4) 
within this plan due to the interdependence between control variables. This indicates their still have 
two control variables but they follow in lockstep. Therefore, the interdependency between both 
control variables can be represented as an equality constraint, collapsing the two dimensions 
spanned by them to one dimension on this subspace in the control space that satisfies the equality 
constraint. The available range of both control variables can be modelled using additional inequality 
constraints.  
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Figure 6.4 Interdependence between two control variables with three operational constraints 
Another way to formulate the interdependencies among the control variables is to reduce the 
dimensionality of the problem and remove the equality constraint from the control variables. In that 
case, instead of having two control variables directly related to the physical interaction with the two 
feeders,    and   , the transfer can be represented by a virtual control variable representing the 
transferred power, e.g. P. Two apparent control variables P1 and P2 then become functions of P; 
linear functions in this simple case. Furthermore, it can relieve the optimizer having to comply with 
the equality constraint. Consequently, a mathematical interdependency exists between the 
operational parameters on both sides of the device. Therefore this device can be used to retain the 
operational parameters of both feeders within acceptable limits by transferring excessive load from 
one feeder to the other. Despite back-to-back systems not yet being used for inter-feeder load 
transfers, phase balancing power electronic devices have started to emerge. 
6.2.2 Illustrative Example of Interdependence with Virtual Control Variable 
The interdependence with more than one control variable is also possible in a network. This 
example is illustrated when a virtual control variable   is used instead of two control variables    
and   , with three operational constraints. The range of   is made by a line which is just crossing 
right through it as shown in Figure 6.5.  
Like previous examples for a feasible solution the line of   must intersect with the cube (see 
Figure 6.5). The value of   depends on the load condition of feeders. After that, if the line is 
moving to another position which does not intersect with the cube, any kind of solution is not 
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possible from there (see Figure 6.6) and a constraint violation cannot be prevented. This can happen 
because of too much back feeding in both feeders. Details of how to mathematically formulate the 
virtual control variable are discussed in the following section. 
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Figure 6.5 Three operational constraints with one virtual control variable where a feasible solution 
is found 
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Figure 6.6 Three constraints with one virtual control variable where a feasible solution is not found 
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6.3 Mathematical Formulation 
6.3.1 Formulation of Interdependence 
To formulate the mathematical expression for interdependence of Figure 6.1, suppose that 
both feeders have voltage magnitudes    and   , the active power injection of the device from 
Feeders 1 and 2 are    and   , respectively. This is a generic example to illustrate the 
interdependence between the control variables of two feeders. It can state it for other parameters as 
well. It is assumed that an overload occurs at Feeder 1. Thus the active power will flow from Feeder 
1 to Feeder 2 through the device to mitigate the overload problem. The active power shifted via the 
device acts as a control variable    At this stage, the active power balance on both sides of the 
device from both feeders is the same in absolute value and of opposite sign (         ). With 
   and    in lockstep, the influence of a transfer P on the network can be expressed as a fixed linear 
combination of the two column vectors in    ( ) that correspond to    and   . The fixed 
coefficients can be derived from the linear relationship. If two columns of the linear map matrix 
stated in (4.17) overlay linearly, it will have exactly the same effect as for a virtual control variable 
that is linearly to both as in (6.1) 
    ( )  
(
 
 
[
 
 
 
 
   ( )
   
 
   ( )
   ]
 
 
 
 
 
[
 
 
 
 
   ( )
   
 
   ( )
   ]
 
 
 
 
)
 
 
    (6.1) 
From (6.1), two control variables would reduce to one by substituting them. If the output 
vector  ( ) is bounded with its maximum      and minimum      limits for all constrained 
operational parameters, a similar procedure discussed in Chapter 4 can be applied to find the linear 
inequality constraints of the constrained operational parameters. Then the linear inequality 
constraint can be formulated as in equation (6.2). 
[
       (  )
     (  )
]     [
      (  )
       (  )
] (6.2) 
In the same fashion, if      and      are the maximum and minimum limits of the virtual 
control variable  , resulting in the inequality constraints of control variable as in equation (6.3)  
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] (6.3) 
where   represent the identity matrix.  
Combining equation (6.2) and (6.3), the resultant linear inequality constraint becomes  
[
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 (6.4) 
6.3.2 Optimization 
The inequality constraints defined in (6.4) are a constraint satisfaction problem. In constraint 
satisfaction problems, every input that satisfies all constraints at the same time is a valid solution, 
which for realistic and solvable cases will usually have an infinite number of possible solutions. A 
metric, usually referred to as objective function or cost function needs to be defined on the control 
variables in order to find an optimal solution subject to satisfying all constraints in (6.4). A SLP 
based objective function is used to demonstrate this concept where it comprises only active power 
transfer. This is because the transfers of active power involves either pay to receive this power or 
are rewarded if delivering power. In that simple case the objective function can be represented as  
 ( )  [
  
 
  
]
 
 {[
   
 
   
]}       {
           
 (   )
 (6.5) 
where  ( ) is the cost function,   -   are the elements of incremental cost vector corresponding to 
the respective control variables       respectively.  
Further example that involves with reactive power optimization will use more complex 
objective function. Thus, the objective function will be formulated through absolute value in the 
presence of reactive power as equation (6.6). 
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]}          (6.6) 
where    is the active power transfer of   number of transfer and    is the reactive power support. 
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6.4 Studied Distribution Network and Simulation Scenarios  
6.4.1 Studied Distribution Systems 
The proposed algorithm is tested using a 29 bus DS in Figure 3.1. In the given test system, 
there are two feeders. For the sake of system analysis, each feeder is considered to be located in 
different regions, namely Region-1 and Region-2 as indicated in Figure 6.7. All the nodes belonging 
to individual feeders are relocated in their respective regions as marked in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7 29 bus distribution system 
6.4.2 Simulation Scenario 
The following two demonstration scenarios were studied using this test network to demonstrate 
the validity of the proposed approach: 
Scenario 1: Interdependencies of different load conditions 
Scenario 2: Peer-to-peer transfer scheme to transact energy among consumers 
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In Scenario 1, two cases are investigated with a back-to-back device between two consumers in 
the distribution network. In Scenario 2, the peer-to-peer transfer scheme is discussed to transact 
energy among consumers. Three cases are considered in this scenario. The peer-to-peer energy 
transfer between two consumers will maintain through an abstract transaction instead of the physical 
back-to-back device. It will have the same influence in a way that the market influences on both 
sides of the device between consumers to change inlock their active power. The mathematical 
formulation for both interdependence and the peer-to-peer transaction is a same but objective 
function is different. This is because the interdependence has to formulate in a conservative way as 
the transfer of power in either side of the device is associated with cost. While peer-to-peer 
transaction involves the transfer of active power where the delivery is rewarded and the consumption 
is charged. Therefore, the cost function has to formulate in a non-conservative way. 
 
6.5 Simulation Results and Discussion  
The proposed approach can be applied with constraints being defined on a wide range of 
operational parameters. Here, for the sake of simplicity, the presented approach is focused on 
voltage constraints only. For all buses, the voltage constraints, with lower and upper limits on 
voltages, are chosen to be 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u., respectively. The active power injection from a 
back-to-back system to the feeder is considered as the controllable parameter. Based on these 
constraints, two scenarios are investigated as explained in the following sections: 
6.5.1 Scenario 1 
To demonstrate the interdependencies a back-to-back converter is assumed to be available 
between nodes 7 and 20 as shown in Figure 6.8. It seems that both nodes are far apart in the 
topology diagram but this is not necessarily the case. This is because most of the medium voltage 
networks, as well as some low voltage networks, are constructed as mesh networks, but operated 
radially. That means those networks can have multiple feeders going out, which at multiple points 
are just electrically separated by sectionalizers. Thus it is possible to transfer load from one feeder 
to another by switching these sectionalizers in case of maintenance being required or in case of 
overload issues in one feeder. In the future these sectionalizers may be replaced with back-to-back 
systems, allowing for a controlled transfer of certain amounts of power instead of a complete 
transfer of the entire load by changing the topology. For the purpose of power flow studies, this 
device can be modelled as an external component which interacts with the network at two locations. 
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Two cases are taken into account to evaluate the interdependencies between nodes 7 and 20. 
Case-1 is a condition where the network is lightly loaded and Case-2 is the situation of the network 
heavily loaded. 
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Figure 6.8 29 bus distribution system with back-to-back device between nodes 7 and 20 
6.5.1.1 Case-1: Lightly Loaded Condition 
The first case is the situation where the network is lightly loaded. The lightly loaded condition 
is created by scaling the load 70% of the original network load. It is assumed that there is no 
operational constraint violation that will occur during this situation. The resulting voltage profile 
across all nodes is shown in Figure 6.9. It can be observed from the figure that the voltage at all 
nodes remains within allowable limits. The device between nodes 7 and 20 does not need to 
perform any active power (P) transfer at that time. This is because     still satisfies all the 
constraints.  
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Figure 6.9 Voltage profile under normal load condition 
6.5.1.2 Case-2: Heavy Loaded Condition 
The second case is a heavy load situation (95% of the load) where there are first signs of an 
overload of the network. Assume the overload happens in Region-2. The voltage constraint may 
violate at least one node of the network in the presence of an overload. As shown in Figure 6.10, the 
lower voltage constraint (represented by blue colour) is violated at nodes 27, 28 and 29 when there 
is no controlled device installed in the network. Afterward, a back-to-back system is assumed to be 
installed between nodes 7 and 20. It is assumed that the back-to-back system is capable of 
transferring active power between both nodes if necessary. The red colour in Figure 6.10 represents 
the voltage profile of all nodes in this situation. From the figure it can be observed that the voltage 
at nodes 27, 28 and 29 returns to within permissible limits and the under voltage issue is mitigated. 
This is due to the active power flowing from node 20 to 7 through the device relieving Feeder 2. 
The amount of required power transfer depends on how much is needed for voltages to recover 
within permissible limits. Initially, the device is inactive during normal operating conditions. When 
an overload occurs in Feeder 2, the device is activated and the excessive load is then transfered to 
node 7. Using the presented approach to optimize the deployment of the back-to-back system 
results in a transfer of active power is zero prior to activating the device, while 0.0244 p.u power is 
transferred from node 20 to node 7 to eliminate the constraint violations at nodes 27-29 after 
activating the device. The device is being operated conservatively meaning that it works only when 
needed. Hence the device makes the system more robust. This was the situation when an overload 
arose in one feeder. 
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Figure 6.10 Voltage profile during overload 
Now considering a situation in which constraint violations due to excessive load occur in both 
feeders. It can easily be seen that the relief a transfer would mean for one feeder would come at the 
expense of increasing the severity of the issue in the other. Hence, there is no feasible solution to be 
found using the back-to-back system. Referring back to Figure 6.3 this means that there is no 
intersection of the image of the controllable parameters in the space of constrained parameters and 
the feasibility region defined therein. Therefore it can be said that inter-feeder transfers can be 
beneficial mainly if one feeder has an overload problem and the other one is not overloaded. If both 
feeders have problems without transfer then there is no feasible solution to be found, yet a transfer 
might still be used to balance the security of the constraint violations. 
 
6.5.2 Scenario 2 
Nowadays, different types of DGs and DSM are incorporated in the DS. DSM allows the 
temporarily reduction of the power consumption, but they usually recoup their energy needs later. 
Thus, there usually is no, or only little energy saving from DSM. The little energy from DSM can 
be sold to consumers in local markets. In order to operate the market, a market mechanism is 
needed to transact the energy among the consumers. The market mechanism allows managing the 
transaction between any two consumers connected to the network. Exchange of energy between two 
consumers in the same network can be treated as a peer-to-peer energy transfer by the market 
mechanism. For example, a consumer at any node can deliver 2 kW of power for one hour to 
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another consumer at another node to be located in the same network. In this case, the network 
operators may allow this exchange of power from consumer to consumer unless there is a risk of 
violation of the network’s operational limits caused by the physical exchange. Such a transfer 
introduces an interdependency between the active power balances of the nodes both customer are 
connected to, as the increase of the demand at the receiving customer's node by the transacted 
amount would be met by an equal increase in generation (or reduction of demand) at the sending 
side. This interdependency needs to be considered and adequately modelled in order for the network 
operator to be able to decide on its technical viability. The considerations and modeling required are 
very similar to the ones presented previously when discussing the handling of interdependencies 
introduced by back-to-back systems performing load transfers between adjacent feeders. Thus it is 
possible to exchange power between two consumers through an abstract transaction instead of the 
physical back-to-back device. If the exchange of power is limited to between nodes of the same 
network, then the system can be modelled using the constraint formulation in (6.4). Finally, the 
requested transaction needs to be included in the metric used to determine the ranking of 
alternatives, in this case probably a cost function derived from how much the receiving consumer is 
willing to pay for the right to perform the transaction.  
It is worth mentioning that in most energy systems due to regulatory restrictions, the network 
operator may not trade energy which rules out state optimization based on purchasing and selling 
energy for the purpose of revenue maximization. This issue can be addressed by optimizing the 
network utilization based on requested transfer in which the network operator would facilitate the 
energy transaction as much as the network can actually allow. Thus, this technique is acting on 
behalf of the network operator. 
Three cases will be discussed under this scenario. In case-1, the peer-to-peer energy transfer 
with a single transaction between any two consumers in the network will be investigated. The 
multiple transactions at the same time in the network will be the focus in Case-2. Case-3 will 
investigate the effect of multiple transactions in the same feeder.  
6.5.2.1 Case-1: Single Transaction 
The approach for peer-to-peer technique is first demonstrated for a single transaction in this 
section. To do this, assume that two consumers situated at nodes 15 and 21 in a 29 bus distribution 
network (see Figure 6.7) want to exchange power. The consumer at node 15 is sending power and 
the consumer at node 21 is receiving that power. Before the trading, the consumer at node 15 will 
send a transaction request to indicate the amount he would like to send to the other customer plus 
the price he is prepared to pay for this service. The network operator will receive the transaction 
request and decide the transaction request. The network operator will allow this transaction for as 
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long as the network’s constrained operational parameters do not exceed their safe limits. For this 
example, the controllable active power of both consumers has been set in an interval between zero 
and 0.17 p.u. The voltage profile of the network is shown in Figure 6.11 where no violation occurs 
during this transaction. Thus, the network operator does not have any problem with this private 
exchange of the power between two consumers. The amount of exchangeable power is found to be 
0.152 p.u before the consumer at node 15 reaches its maximum power (0.17 p.u). Therefore, the 
consumer at node 15 can sell 0.152 p.u power to the consumer at the other node.  
 
 
Figure 6.11 Voltage profile during power exchange between node 15 and 21 
6.5.2.2 Case-2: Multiple Transactions in the Entire Network 
The above section demonstrated the peer-to-peer energy transfer for a single transaction 
between any two consumers. In a realistic network, multiple transactions are happening 
simultaneously. In this section, the same technique will be evaluated for scenarios where multiple 
transactions occur at the same time in the same network. For that purpose, assume that a transaction 
is happening between two consumers at nodes 5 and 8. The consumer at node 5 wants to sell power 
to the consumer at node 8. The other two transactions are occurring at the same time. The second 
transaction is between nodes 9 and 28, while the last transaction is held among nodes 15 and 21. 
The pairs have been chosen randomly to show the transaction can possible occur among any two 
consumers within the network. In the second transaction, the consumer at node 15 is selling power 
to the consumer at node 21, and the consumer at node 9 is selling to the consumer at node 28 in the 
last transaction. The result is shown in Figure 6.12. It is seen from the figure that the amount of 
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maximum exchangeable power is 0.159 p.u during the first transaction. The second and third 
transactions are also occurring at the same time, where 0.057 p.u and 0.152 p.u amounts of active 
power are transacted in the second and third transactions, respectively. Therefore, it is obvious that 
this approach is capable of handling multiple transactions at the same time. 
 
 
Figure 6.12 Amount of exchange power during multiple transactions 
6.5.2.3 Case-3: Multiple Transactions in the Same Feeder 
In the previous section, a scenario for multiple transactions between different feeders has been 
discussed. The multiple transactions can happen between any two consumers on the same feeder. 
To this end, two transactions are considered in Feeder 2 located in Region-2 such that Transaction 1 
is paired among consumers at nodes 26 and 29, whereas Transaction 2 is selected among consumers 
at nodes 27 and 28. The simultaneous peer-to-peer transfer will occur according to Figure 6.13(a). 
In this figure, power is being transferred from node 26 to 29 in Transaction 1 and node 27 to 28 in 
Transaction 2. That indicates that both transactions are happening in the same direction.  
Both transactions are leading to activation of the voltage constraint at node 27 as shown in 
Figure 6.14. The transacted active power of both transactions is outlined in Table 6.1. From the 
table, the consumer at node 26 transferred 0.159 p.u active power to the consumer at node 29 during 
Transaction 1. In the meantime, the consumer at node 27 transferred 0.058 p.u to the consumer at 
node 28 in Transaction 2. As a result, a total of 0.217 p.u active power is exchanged in the 
transactions. This demonstration was based on multiple transactions in the same direction for the 
same feeder. The opposite scenario is also possible in a realistic case such as both transactions 
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happening in opposite directions. With the counter flow of Transaction 2 (e.g. from node 28 to 27) 
as shown in Figure 6.13(b), while Transaction 1 remains in the same direction, the active power 
flow is listed in Table 6.2. From the table, the total transferred power is 0.269 p.u which is more 
than the previous scenario presented in Table 6.1. Therefore, both consumers are able to increase 
their capacity for their transaction and they can support more by helping each other. From the table, 
it is also seen that more power is transferred in Transaction 2. This is because this works against the 
voltage reducing effect as shown in Figure 6.15. From the figure, it is seen that the voltage 
constraint is activated at node 28 whereas it was at node 27 during both transactions in the same 
direction as discussed in Figure 6.14. Moreover, the exchangeable power remains the same in 
Transaction 1 as in the previous scenario. The reason behind this is that the consumer at node 26 
already transfers its maximum capacity to the paired consumer. This is also optimal allocation from 
an economic point of view as shown in Table 6.3. It is assumed that the price of each transaction is 
one dollar p.u. The resultant cost function value is 0.48 when both transactions occur in the same 
direction. The value of the cost function is reduced to 0.43 during the counter flow in Transaction 2 
while the price of both transactions remains the same as the previous one. 
This demonstrates that the proposed approach is able to coordinate energy transactions if 
simultaneous multiple transactions take place in the same feeder. In addition, the proposed approach 
is seemingly suitable for supporting each other’s simultaneous transactions for obtaining optimal 
capacity allocation.  
26 27 28 29
26 27 28 29
(a)
(b)
Transaction 1
Transaction 2
Transaction 1
Transaction 2
 
Figure 6.13 Two pairs trading direction in the same feeder 
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Figure 6.14 Voltage profile during multiple transactions in the same feeder 
Table 6.1 Active power flow during multiple transactions in the same feeder 
Transaction no 
Peer-to-peer between 
nodes  
Active power 
flow in each 
transaction 
(p.u) 
Combined 
active power 
flow (p.u) From node To node 
1 26 29 0.159 
0.217 
2 27 28 0.058 
 
 
Figure 6.15 Voltage profile during multiple transactions in the same feeder with counter flow 
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Table 6.2 Active power flow during multiple transactions in the same feeder with counter flow 
Transaction no. 
Peer-to-peer between 
nodes  
Active power 
flow in each 
transaction 
(p.u) 
Combined 
active power 
flow (p.u) From node To node 
1 26 29 0.159 
0.269 
2 28 27 0.11 
 
Table 6.3 Cost function value for multiple transactions in same feeder 
Event 
Active power price ($/p.u) 
Cost function 
value 
Transaction 
1 
Transaction 
2 
Both transactions in same direction 1 1 0.48 
Both transactions in opposite direction 1 1 0.43 
 
Now consider another situation if the multiple transactions occur in the same feeder (Feeder 
2) similar to Figure 6.13(a) with a reactive power capable inverter or compensation device is 
available at node 27. The transacted active power of both transactions is provided in Table 6.4. It is 
observed that the total transacted power is 0.293 p.u in this commence which was 0.217 p.u without 
reactive power support as presented in Table 6.1. Therefore, total exchangeable power is increased. 
The reactive power device at node 27 needs to be sourced 0.012 p.u reactive power to increase the 
exchangeable power. In that case, the cost function value is found 0.51 where the price of reactive 
power is $0.2/p.u and active power price is same as Table 6.3. As compared to Table 6.3, the cost 
function value is higher. This is because the consumers have to pay additional money for reactive 
power support. The same phenomenon is observed for counter flow transaction in the same feeder. 
It can be concluded that introducing reactive power into the optimization problem removes 
the local congestion entirely and allows for full transfer of requested power. Therefore, the 
proposed approach is a viable technique to offer peer-to-peer energy transaction that can be 
managed in real time. Thus, this technique is within the reach of optimality of the common 
infrastructure where consumers have the flexibility to transact as they want. 
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Table 6.4 Active power flow during multiple transactions in the same feeder with reactive power at 
node 27 
Transaction 
no. 
Peer-to-peer between 
nodes  
Active power 
flow in each 
transaction 
(p.u) 
Combined 
active power 
flow (p.u) 
Source 
Reactive 
power at 
node 27 
(p.u) From node To node 
1 26 29 0.159 
0.293 0.012 
2 28 27 0.134 
 
6.6 Summary 
This chapter has largely focused on modeling devices capable of transferring active power 
between two feeders as a virtual control variable in an optimization problem to model the involved 
interdependencies among the involved operational parameters – have the nodal active power 
balance of the nodes connected to either side of the device. As such, this technique is capable of 
merging two control variables into one virtual control variable to represent the interdependency 
introduced by a transfer of power between both feeders. The amount of the load transfer depends on 
the operational parameters involved in that feeder. Afterwards, a platform for peer-to-peer energy 
transfer is also developed to transact energy among consumers within the network. In this platform, 
the energy transaction of different aspects is discussed. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
The proliferation of DER and DSM resources in distribution system brings significant 
challenges in the domain of distribution systems operation, such as over voltage, under voltage, 
excessive line currents etc. In this thesis, a general technique for the realization of capacity 
constrained network state optimization, intended for use in real-time network-oriented energy 
management systems, has been proposed to maintain a network’s operational parameters within 
safe limits. Various elements, such as state estimation technique, observability analysis, 
linearization technique, controllability analysis and optimization technique are combined to build 
the autonomous energy management system. The main findings of this thesis are presented as 
follows.  
In Chapter 2, a detailed literature review on the distribution system energy management to 
manage the network operational constraints is presented. The challenges to develop a framework for 
energy management are discussed. They are generally categorized as (i) state estimation, (ii) 
network model formulation and linearization, (iii) constraint formulation, (iv) DER control, and (v) 
optimization. A brief overview of state estimation technique, observability analysis, linearization 
technique, controllability, and optimization is given. From a comprehensive review of the current 
literature, two main gaps are addressed in the existing energy management systems, namely lack of 
network constraint representation and DER that cannot be centrally controlled to manage the 
operational parameter of the network to remain within their allowable range. These gaps are 
addressed in the subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter 3, the formulation of state estimation technique is presented. This technique is 
based on a WLMS approach which can work for under-determined with regular over-determined 
situations. The state estimation technique is implemented using MATLAB platform. An 
observability analysis is performed to determine whether the system is fully observable or not. It is 
found that the system is fully observable during an exactly defined and over-determined situation 
but might become unobservable when the system is in an under-determined condition. Pseudo 
measurements have been placed in the particular unobservable locations to render unobservable 
parts observable. The branch flow device is used rather than the nodal parameter as pseudo 
measurements. It was found that the branch flow device has the ability to isolate the impact of the 
unobservable section from the observable part.  
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The main aim of this thesis is to develop a flexible framework for energy management in 
distribution systems through utilizing networks’ existing capacity. For this purpose, an analytical-
based linearization technique is established in Chapter 4. The Jacobian matrix is used to perform 
this linearization. A linear map is established between an arbitrary set of control variables and an 
extensive variety of constrained variables. From the linear map, the linear inequality constraints are 
generated to formulate the network constraints. The network constraint representation has filled the 
gap found in the literature. The error introduced by the linearization process is also discussed. 
Furthermore, an optimization technique with a variety of objective functions (from a simple LP to 
non-linear functions like absolute value) is exemplarily used to find an optimal set point of the 
DER. It is found that the developed framework has the ability to manage the distribution system’s 
operational parameters, especially voltage in the presence of DER to maximize the utilization of 
networks’ existing capacity. It is shown that this approach is capable of managing network 
operation through central control of the DER. The framework is not only applicable to managing 
the nodal voltage, but also other operational parameters such as line current and nodal active power. 
Moreover, it was found that this approach has supreme convergence behavior; by far out-
performing frequently used heuristic techniques. Furthermore, the proposed framework is 
demonstrated in complex scenarios including market structure. From the market structure (e.g. price 
bidding) perspective, it was shown that the arrival of autonomous network management systems 
raises questions beyond mere practicality and viability of solutions, but there is a need for the 
discussion and mathematical codification of social concepts such as fairness. 
Chapter 4 ensures the developed management system can manage the network’s operational 
parameters via controlling the DER installed in the system. However, they cannot guarantee 
whether the installed DER is fully capable of managing the entire network. The objective of 
Chapter 5 is to investigate the control parameter’s ability to manage the networks’ operational 
parameters. In order to achieve this, a linear map between control variables and constrained 
operational parameters is developed. Then an approach based on sensitivity analysis is proposed. It 
was found that the controllability depends on zero sensitivity of the linear map matrix. An 
operational parameter at any node is controllable with a control variable situated at other nodes if 
the ratio of the control variable to the corresponding operational parameter node contains a non-zero 
value in the linear map.  
In Chapter 6, a mathematical model for modeling of interdependencies among control 
variables, e.g. to represent energy transactions, within autonomous network management platform 
is developed. For this purpose, the concept of interdependencies between two control variables is 
presented which might happen in prospective devices namely back-to-back systems or an energy 
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transaction. To reduce the dimensionality of the optimization problem, both involved control 
variables merge into a virtual control variable. For simple example LP is used in the optimization 
problem to demonstrate the concept. More complex objective function like absolute value is used in 
the presence of reactive power. It was found that managing feeder-to-feeder energy transactions are 
possible with this model. This model is demonstrated on an abstract transaction in the absence of a 
real back-to-back device in current DS. Coordination of multiple energy transactions is investigated. 
In such, peer-to-peer energy transformation is discussed to transact energy among consumers in the 
autonomous management systems. Therefore, a framework for distribution system management has 
been built which is capable of managing limited observability, ensures controllability and allows for 
the implementation of a wide range of optimization strategies and, prospectively, market structures. 
 
7.2 Summary of Main Contributions 
The main contributions made in this research are summarized as follows: 
(1) To develop a comprehensive framework that allows formulating a wide range of arbitrary 
combinations of controlled and constrained variables in Newton solvers, which include 
not only the traditional Newton-Raphson technique, but also the traditional WLMS state 
estimation. While OPF has been performed for a long time, most of its formulation is 
narrowly defined in the choice of constrainable operational parameters. In the OPF, more 
often than not very relevant operational parameters like branch currents cannot be 
constrained and so alternative, yet not equivalent, parameters like active power flows are 
used as replacements.  
(2) Some of the implementations of linearization popular in the research community use DC 
power flow formulations for the sensitivity analysis that required formulating the 
capacity-related constraints on the nominated control variables. The DC power flow is 
only higher in precision on a higher   ⁄  ratio, which is more suitable for TS. For 
distribution system, it does not work properly as distribution line has a lower   ⁄  ratio. 
The proposed linearization implementations usually already include the partial derivatives 
that needed to formulate the constrained optimization problem as described in this thesis. 
The linearization is based on the AC power flow which is significantly more precise than 
DC power flow. 
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(3) In a real system, limits are defined and/or legislated on voltage, line current, imbalances 
etc. A relatively flexible environment is required that does not require defined constraints 
on every element but only selected ones. This approach allows only defining constraints 
on parameters and locations in the network where a constraint violation is technically 
possible. 
(4) The control systems in current smart grid projects are mainly sensed around local 
measurement. For example, the compensation devices having access to local 
measurements and trying to make a decision based on local measurements. But it is 
introducing a risk of network constraint violation in a remote part of the network that is 
not visible to the control variables. In contrast to the locally sensed applications that are 
currently underway, the framework presented in this thesis enables a controller to also 
consider the conditions on the remote part of the network that tries to help keep the 
network within safe limits.  
(5) A technique for the controllability analysis is developed to ensure the constrained 
operational parameters are controllable within the system. The controllability analysis will 
help the operator with the capability of a controllable DER at any node in the network, 
whether it can manage operational parameters or not. 
(6) A model to make the possible interdependence among control variables is established. It 
has been a practice to consider two control variables individually to model energy transfer 
in and between feeders/branches. The model presented in this thesis uses a virtual control 
variable rather than two control variables. This will allow not only reducing the 
dimensionality of the optimization problem but also removing the need for equality 
constraints. 
(7) The peer-to-peer transaction platform has been created to transact energy among the 
consumers in the distribution network. This enables the efficient evaluation of transactions 
competing for the existing network capacity. In addition, it allows finding the optimal 
combination as well as the optimal amount of transfers being allowable in a wide range of 
possible objective functions. On this platform, the consumers can sell their excess energy 
to the other consumers within the network.  
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7.3 Recommendation for Future Work 
Though a number of major issues to develop a framework for the distribution system energy 
management have been addressed in this thesis, there are always further opportunities, which need 
to be resolved in this research area. The following scopes are suggested for future researchers. 
(1) The proposed approach of the framework is demonstrated on single phase in this thesis. 
However, the same methodology would also apply to three phase systems. This approach 
will be tested on the three-phase distribution network. 
(2) The magnitude of the voltage among three phases is not the same due to the unbalanced 
nature of the distribution systems. In order to minimize the unbalances among three 
phases, the voltage imbalance constraint will be incorporated into the system. 
(3) The optimization process in a more complex objective function such as quadratic 
programming and market structure will be used. Because the market mechanism is not just 
one objective function, but a more complex form.  
(4) The interdependency technique discussed in Chapter 6 has been applied to the feeder-to-
feeder load transfer. It will model for phase balance in the three-phase network. 
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Appendix B Network Modeling 
 
B.1 Operational Parameters 
The complex value of nodal voltage of an   bus power system network can be defined by  
           (B.1) 
where    and    represents real and imaginary part of the voltage at any node  , respectively. The 
nodal voltage    is described Cartesian coordinates instead of polar coordinates.  
The absolute value of    cab be represented as 
|  |  √      
 
 (B.2) 
The admittance matrix    of the network is defined as  
   [
          
          
 
   
 
   
 
 
 
   
] (B.3) 
The complex value of nodal current    is interlinking with nodal voltage through the element 
of admittance matrix    defined in (B.5) 
   ∑      
 
   
 (B.4) 
              (B.5) 
where     and     are the real and imaginary parts of the nodal admittance matrix element     in row 
  and column  .  
With the help of equations (B.1) and (B.5), the nodal current    in (B.4) can be rewritten as  
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   ∑(         )  (       
 
   
) (B.6) 
 ∑  .(             )    (             )/ 
 
   
  
The complex nodal power (  ) is the product of complex nodal voltage and complex 
conjugate nodal current and can be determined using equation (B.7) 
        
  (B.7) 
where   
  is the conjugate of nodal current   . 
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Equation (B.7) can be expanded as 
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The active power    and reactive power    can be found by splitting equation (B.9) into real 
and imaginary parts, respectively 
      (∑(             )
 
   
)     (∑(             )
 
   
) (B.10) 
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)     (∑(             )
 
   
) (B.11) 
Equation (B.10) can be simplified as 
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Similarly equation (B.11) can be rewritten as follows 
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B.2 Partial Derivation of the Jacobian Elements 
The partial derivative of nodal voltage at node   with respect to the real part of nodal voltage 
at node   is calculated by 
   
   
 
 (√      
 )
   
 
(B.14) 
 
  
√      
 
 
 
 
  
|  |
  
In the same fashion the partial derivative of    at node   with respect to the real part of nodal 
voltage at any other node   can be obtained 
   
   
 
 (√      
 )
   
   
(B.15) 
The partial derivative of    at node   with respect to the imaginary part of nodal voltage at 
node   is expressed as 
   
   
 
 (√      
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(B.16) 
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|  |
  
The partial derivative of    at node   with respect to the imaginary part of nodal voltage at any 
other node   becomes 
   
   
 
 (√      
 )
   
   
(B.17) 
The partial derivative of    of equation (B. 12) at node   with respect to    at node   leads to 
   
   
          ∑(             )
 
   
   
 
(B.18) 
The partial derivative of (B. 12) with respect to    can be determined as 
   
   
               (B.19) 
The partial derivative of (B. 12) with respect to    can yield 
   
   
          ∑(             )
 
   
   
 
(B.20) 
The partial derivative of (B. 12) with respect to    is expressed as 
   
   
                (B.21) 
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The partial derivative of    of equation (B. 13) at node   with respect to    at node   is 
calculated by 
   
   
           ∑(             )
 
   
   
 
(B.18) 
The partial derivative of (B. 13) with respect to    leads to 
   
   
                (B.19) 
The partial derivative of (B. 13) with respect to    can be found as 
   
   
           ∑(             )
 
   
   
 
(B.20) 
The partial derivative of (B. 13) with respect to    becomes  
   
   
                (B.21) 
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Appendix C Load Calculations for IEEE 13 Bus 
Distribution System 
 
Table C1 Spot load data 
Node 
Phase A Phase B Phase C Total load Total load in p.u 
KW KVAr KW KVAr KW KVAr 
P 
(KW) 
Q 
(KVAr) 
P (p.u)  Q (p.u) 
634 160 110 120 90 120 90 400 290 0.08 0.058 
645 0 0 170 125 0 0 170 125 0.034 0.025 
646 0 0 230 132 0 0 230 132 0.046 0.0264 
652 128 86 0 0 0 0 128 86 0.0256 0.0172 
671 385 220 385 220 385 220 1155 660 0.231 0.132 
675 485 190 68 60 290 212 843 462 0.1686 0.0924 
692 0 0 0 0 170 151 170 151 0.034 0.0302 
611 0 0 0 0 170 100 170 100 0.034 0.02 
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Table C2 Distributed load data 
Node Phase A Phase B Phase C Total load 
Total load in 
p.u 
From To KW KVAr KW KVAr KW KVAr 
P 
(KW) 
Q 
(KVAr) 
P (p.u)  
Q 
(p.u) 
632 671 17 10 66 38 117 68 200 116 0.04 0.0232 
 
Table C3 Capacitor data 
Node 
Phase A 
(KVAr) 
Phase B 
(KVAr) 
Phase C 
(KVAr) 
Total 
(KVAr) 
Total in 
p.u 
675 200 200 200 600 0.12 
611  0 0  100 100 0.02 
 
 
